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PUBLIC MEETING - STAFF GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
THURSDAY 6 JUNE 2019 @ 1300 HRS
BRAIDWOOD SUITE, SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS
WESTBURN DRIVE, CAMBUSLANG, G72 7NA
AGENDA

1

CHAIR’S WELCOME

2

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

3

CONSIDERATION OF AND DECISION ON ANY ITEMS TO BE TAKEN IN PRIVATE

4

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
Members should declare any financial and non-financial interest they have in the items of
business for consideration, identifying the relevant agenda item and the nature of their interest.

5

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING: 7 MARCH 2019 (attached)
The Committee is asked to approve the minutes of this meeting.

6

ACTION LOG (attached)
The Committee is asked to note the updated Action Log and approve
the closed actions.

7

POD PROGRESS AND PERFORMANCE REPORT 2018/19 –
QUARTER 4 (to follow)

P Stewart

The Committee is asked to note the report.

8
a)

UPDATE: WORKING TOGETHER FRAMEWORK
Update from Employee Partnership Forum (verbal)

F Munro

The Committee is asked to note the verbal report.
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9

BI-ANNUAL CONSOLIDATION UPDATE REPORT – LEADERSHIP
AND DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORK PROGRAMME (attached)

HROD

The Committee is asked to note the report.

10

RECRUITMENT AND SELECTION PROJECT (attached)

HROD

The Committee is asked to note the report.

11

FIREFIGHTER MODERN APPRENTICESHIP UPDATE (attached)

HROD

The Committee is asked to note the report.

12

IMPLEMENTATION OF STANDARD UNIFORMED TERMS &
CONDITIONS UPDATE (attached)

J Sharp

The Committee is asked to note the report.

13

STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER (attached)
Spotlight Reports:
•
CR5.3 (Failure to ensure compliance with Health, Safety and
Welfare Legislation)

K Lockhart

The Committee is asked to note the report.

14

SFRS STAFF GOVERNANCE MATTERS
a)
Policy Forward Planning Schedule Update (attached)

HROD

The Committee is asked to note the report.

15

VALUED ADDED STATEMENT (attached)

P Stark

The Committee is asked to note the report.

16
a)
b)

FORWARD PLANNING
Committee Forward Plan Review (attached)
Items for Consideration at Future IGC, Board and Strategy Day meetings

17

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
Thursday 5 September 2019
Braidwood Suite, SFRS Headquarters, Westburn Drive, Cambuslang, G72 7NA

P Stark

PRIVATE SESSION

18

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS PRIVATE MEETING: 7 MARCH 2019 (attached)
The Committee is asked to approve the minutes of this meeting.
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19

PRIVATE ACTION LOG (attached)
The Committee is asked to note the updated Action Log and approve
the closed actions.

20

REMUNERATION, APPOINTMENTS AND NOMINATIONS
SUB COMMITTEE UPDATE
a)
Draft Minutes of last meeting – 7 March 2019 (attached)
b)
Update of last meeting – 6 June 2019 (Verbal)

F Munro

The Committee is asked to note the draft minutes and verbal report.

21

KEY CASE UPDATES – Q4 (attached)

F Munro

The Committee is asked to note the report.
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Agenda
Item 5

PUBLIC MEETING – STAFF GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE
THURSDAY 7 MARCH 2019 @ 1300 HOURS
BRAIDWOOD SUITE, SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS,
WESTBURN DRIVE, CAMBUSLANG, G72 7NA

PRESENT:
Primrose Stark (Chair) (PS)
Malcolm Payton (MP)
IN ATTENDANCE:
Liz Barnes (LB)
Martin Blunden (MB)
Fiona Munro (FM)
Geri Thomson (GT)
Gillian Clark (GC)
Sarah Larios (SL)
Peter Heath (PH)
Andy Watt (AW)
Jason Sharp (JS)
Alan Duncan (AD)
Alasdair Cameron (AC)
Debbie Haddow (DH)

Anne Buchanan (AB)
Bill McQueen (BMcQ)

Director of People and Organisational Development
Chief Officer
Head of HROD
Acting Deputy Head of HROD
HR Manager
HR Manager
Deputy Assistant Chief Officer, West Service Delivery Area
Area Manager, Training & Employee Development
Group Manager, Response & Resilience
Accounting Manager
Group Manager, Board Support Team
Board Support /Minutes

1
1.1

WELCOME
The Chair opened the meeting and welcomed those present, in particular CO Blunden who
is attending his first meeting.

2
2.1

APOLOGIES
Sid Patten (SP), Board Member
Karen Lockhart (KL), Head of Health, Safety and Wellbeing
Paul Stewart (PSt), Head of Training and Employee Development

3
3.1

CONSIDERATION OF AND DECISION ON ANY ITEMS TO BE TAKEN IN PRIVATE
The Committee discussed and agreed that the Key Case report would be heard in private
session due to the small numbers of individuals involved.

3.2

No further items were identified.

4
4.1

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS
None.
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5
5.1

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING: 6 DECEMBER 2018
The following amendments were noted:
Item 15.6 – Balancing the Workforce Profile Action Plan Update – GT requested that the text
“..ad hoc recruitment for RDS staff.” be amended to “…recruitment for RDS staff..”.
Subject to the above amendment being made, the minutes of the meeting held on
6 December 2018 were approved as a true record of the meeting.

5.2
Matters Arising
5.2.1 There were no matters arising.
(AW arrived at 1315 hrs)
6
6.1

ACTION LOG
The Committee considered the action log and noted the updates.
Item 8.8.2 Respiratory Protection Equipment (08/12/2018) – It was confirmed that an update
is being brought back to the Committee in due course.

7
7.1

POD PROGRESS & PERFORMANCE QUARTER 3 2018/19
AW presented the Committee with the POD Progress and Performance Quarter 3 and the
following areas were highlighted:
•
Workforce and Strategic Resourcing Plan
•
Staff survey outcomes and next steps
•
Balancing of the Workforce Profile Plan (Career Ready Scheme)
•
Rewards and Benefits
•
Terms and Conditions Negotiations
•
Staff pay awards

7.2

LB noted that a National Action Plan resulting from the recent staff survey was agreed by the
Senior Management Team. DACO Alasdair Perry has been appointed as the Lead Officer
and would develop local plans in conjunction with local representatives. National Action
Plan to be circulated to the Committee.
ACTION: LB

7.3

LB stated that a fortnightly staff survey “You said We Did” communication was being
developed and other communication options were being explored. Regular updates would
be taken to the Senior Management Team, Strategic Leadership Team, SFRS Board and
Employee Partnership Forum.

7.4

The limited external interest in the outcomes of the staff survey was noted.

7.5

The Committee noted that a key theme emerging from the report was issues with ICT and
asked for some indication of the impact of these issues. AW stated that there were issues
with network coverage, resources on stations and the migration to 365. Some workaround
solutions have been put in place. The Digital Steering Group were looking at these issues.
MB stated that the Strategic Leadership Team had discussed and requested a review of the
current and future (12 months) requirements of the systems in order to address any future
issues.

7.6

The TED Review is scheduled to be submitted to the Strategic Leadership Team in April
2019.

7.7

The Committee commented on the data contained within the Key Metrix, in particular the
percentage totals. It was noted that a review of the report was being undertaken and the
report would be amended for the next meeting.
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7.8

MB noted that the review of the RRU’s would be completed by September 2019 and the
outcomes would be taken to the SFRS Board thereafter.

7.9

The Committee recognised efforts in reducing staff absences/managing attendance and
noted the important of being mindful of absences in Control/Support. An update on the
situation with Control was requested. Benchmarking against other public bodies was
suggested.
ACTION: GC

7.10

The Committee commented on the increase in violence against personnel and vehicle
accidents. Discussions had taken place at the National Health and Safety Board and the
Driving Safety Group were previously tasked to focus on vehicular accidents which resulted
in a decrease. However, due to the recent increase this would be revisited. LB noted that
there were an additional 71 drivers within the Service. This was due to the revised training
programme and rebalancing the workforce. An update would be brought back to the
Committee.
ACTION: LB/KL

7.11

The Committee commented on the Operational Core Competencies data and asked for an
update to be provided in the next report to the Committee. The update should outline the
statutory/legal compliance for competence, what the Service is doing to achieve this and
appropriate benchmarking.
ACTION: LB/PSt

7.12

The Committee noted the report.

8
UPDATE: WORKING TOGETHER FRAMEWORK
8.1
Update from Employee Partnership Forum (EPF)
8.1.1 FM advised the Employee Partnership Forum held a meeting on 21 February 2019 and
highlighted the following key points:
• Terms of Reference reviewed.
• Streamlining of issues (clear escalation route) being brought to the EPF.
• Align scheduling of meetings with the Partnership Advisory Group.
• Update on Staff Survey and National Action Plan development.
• Feedback on Red Phase Dual Contract requested.
• Policy Forward Plan to be submitted to all future meetings.
• Future Chair, Employer’s side, would be a Board Member and not the Chair of Staff
Governance Committee.
• Deputy Chair to be appointed.
• Agreed that the EPF would not be the appropriate forum for scrutiny of the performance
data. Scrutiny of performance data was the remit of the Staff Governance Committee.
8.1.2 The Committee noted the update report.
9
9.1

RDS RECRUITMENT (TARGETED APPROACHED RECRUITMENT)
JS referred the Committee to the report providing an update on HR/OD plan to progress
RDS/VDS staffing element of the recently published Workforce and Strategic Resourcing
Plan. He noted the current review took cognisance of the transformation programme, close
working relationship with the Programme Office Board, RDS Steering Group’s action plan,
and progression into business as usual streams by the strategic and tactical working groups
which would have their own terms of reference.

9.2

Clarification was provided to clarify that there are 2 work streams (process review and overall
RDS/VDS) arising from the original review.

9.3

JS confirmed that one of the actions was to capture feedback from all staff groups when they
enter and exit the Service.
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9.4

To improve and streamline the process for RDS personnel joining the Service, the onus has
been pushed back to local managers to try to improve the process and avoid administrative
challenges. It was noted that a review of the effectiveness of RDS recruitment with a view to
renewing/refreshing the process was progressing.

9.5

The Committee suggested that a recognition event dedicated for RDS personnel should be
considered.

9.6

Brief discussion took place on the Grey Book (contracted hours) regulations attributed to RDS
personnel.

9.6

The Committee noted the report.

10
10.1

CONTRACTS AND SCHEDULES OF EMPLOYMENT – REDUNDANCY MODIFICATIONS
ORDER (RMO) - UPDATE
SL updated the Committee (SGC) regarding the Strategic Leadership Team’s (SLT) recent
decision in relation to the Redundancy Payments (Modification) Order 1999 (RMO) and the
agreement to continue the indemnity on an ongoing basis. She noted that there has been
no change to the current position.

10.2

The Committee noted the report.

11
11.1

FURTHER AND HIGHER EDUCATION (QUALIFICATION) POLICY
AW presented a report to the Committee providing an update on development and
implementation of the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) Further/Higher Education
(Qualification) Policy. The policy underpins the Leadership and Development Framework.

11.2

The Committee commented on the Executive Leadership Level qualification being
categorised as CMI Level 8 Diploma which could be misleading. Following discussions, LB
agreed that the wording would be reviewed and adjusted as necessary.
ACTION: LB

11.3

Clarification was provided on the Service’s recognition of other prior (external) learning and
the appeals process.

11.4

The Committee noted the report.

12
12.1

FIREFIGHTERS’ 2015 PENSION SCHEME – ACTUARIAL VALUATION 2016
AD presented a report to the Committee of the 2016 actuarial valuation of the Firefighter’s
Pension Schemes (Scotland) provided by the Government Actuary’s Department (GAD) and
to provide an update on the subsequent work undertaken by the Firefighters Pension Scheme
Advisory Board (SAB) in relation to the results. He reminded the Committee of the
McCloud/Sargeant legal challenge and the subsequent indefinite hold on remedial action to
address the cost cap breach. It was noted that there would be no detrimental impact on
employees, however, there would be financial implications for the Service.

12.2

The Committee discussed the option of lobbying for additional monies from within the Justice
Portfolio or central government.

12.3

The FF Pension Scheme (England) Advisory Board’s Fire Scheme Valuation, which contains
an explanation of Cost Cap, is to be circulated to the Committee.
ACTION: BST

12.4

The Committee noted the report.
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13
13.1

STRATEGIC RISK REGISTER
The Strategic Risk Register was tabled and a Spotlight Report was presented by FM.

13.2

Spotlight Report Risk CR6.2 Failure to develop and maintain a positive/transparent working
culture and climate that is aligned with SFRS Values.
13.2.1 FM reminded the Committee that a key priority of the Service is to be an employer of choice
noting the importance of a positive working culture to retain and encourage staff to the
Service. The following key areas of risk were noted:
•
Potential significant impact financially, poor attendance and performance of employees.
•
Reputational risk with partners and negative employee relations.
13.2.2 FM noted a key mitigation action included the development and undertaking of the staff
survey which had been a positive engagement tool. A National Action Plan 2019/20 has been
developed and would be implemented. Directorate workshops have been scheduled in order
to engage and discuss the findings of the survey and gather more information for further
analysis.
13.2.3 A further key mitigation action was to progress the Balancing the Workforce Plan. An action
plan was developed over 18 months ago and has a clear action to develop a more diverse
and inclusive culture. A further recruitment and selection action plan has been developed to
ensure the process is inclusive and transparent.
13.2.4 The key focus was improving the working environment, addressing culture issues, balancing
the workforce profiles and creating a more diverse workforce.
13.2.5 FM indicated that the risk rating was appropriate at this time.
13.2.6 The Committee commented an appropriate level of management participation in
recruitment/selection process. FM noted that the process was being reviewed and areas
such as the selection processes, makeup of the interview panel, quality assurances, etc.
were being looked at.
13.2.7 The Committee noted the good response to the recent staff survey, however, were self-critical
for its part in delaying the undertaking of the staff survey, primarily due to the ongoing T&C’s
negotiations.
13.2.8 The Committee thanked FM for the spotlight risk and noted that the feedback from the survey
was already being acted upon. It was noted that a report on the Action Plan would be brought
back to the Committee, when appropriate, and should include milestones, dates, etc. as well
as any key themes.
13.2.9 The Committee noted the update.
14
14.1

REVIEW OF TERMS OF REFERENCE
AC presented a report to the Committee outlining the proposed amendments to the Terms of
Reference following the annual review.

14.2

The Committee commented on the appropriateness of attendees only for their specific items,
include approx. timings on agendas, streamlining information being presented and the
introduction of agenda setting meetings.

14.3

The following revisions were requested:
•
Reference to the “Executive” and “SLT” be standardised.
•
Reference to dismissal appeals be amended to “Consider appeals as appropriate”.
ACTION: BST
The Committee noted the report.

14.4
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15
SFRS STAFF GOVERNANCE MATTERS
15.1 Policy Forward Planning Schedule
15.1.1 GC presented a report to the Committee providing an update on the ongoing work in relation
to HR/OD policies and procedures. She noted that a number of new policies had gone live
since the publication of this report and highlighted the policies which would be brought to the
Committee for approval in due course.
15.1.2 The Committee discussed the appropriateness of the governance route and the routine
annual review of policy governance route. It was agreed that for future meeting, policies
would be brought forward for noting only. Using their delegated authority, the Chair could
raise the policy on the agenda if deemed appropriate.
15.1.3 The Committee noted the report.
16
16.1

FORWARD PLANNING
Committee Forward Plan Review
The Committee agreed Risk 5.3 (Failure to ensure compliance with Health, Safety and
Welfare Legislation) would be spotlighted at the next meeting.

16.2

Items for Consideration at Future IGC, Board and Strategy Meetings
Recommendation that other Committees adopt the practice of routine items/reviews to be
brought forward for noting.

17
17.1

ANY OTHER COMPETENT BUSINESS
There were no other competent business.

18
18.1

DATE OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting is scheduled to take place on Thursday 6 June 2019 at 1300 hrs in the
Braidwood Suite, SFRS Headquarters, Westburn Drive, Cambuslang, G72 7NA.

18.2

There being no further matters to discuss, the public meeting closed at 1510 hrs.

PRIVATE SESSION
19
19.1

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS PRIVATE MEETING: 6 DECEMBER 2018
The minutes of the private meeting held on 6 December 2018 were approved as a true record
of the meeting.

20
20.1

PRIVATE ACTION LOG
The Committee considered the action log and noted the updates.

21
21.1

RANSC UPDATE
The draft minutes of the RANSc meeting on 12 December 2018 had been circulated to the
Committee. The Committee noted the last meeting of RANSc was held earlier today (7 March
2019).

22
22.1

KEY CASE UPDATE – Q3
KL presented a report providing an overview of the Discipline, Grievance, Bullying and
Harassment Statistics for Quarter 3 2018/19.
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Agenda
Item 6

STAFF GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE – ROLLING ACTION LOG

Background and Purpose
A rolling action log is maintained of all actions arising or pending from each of the previous meetings of the Committee. No actions will be
removed from the log or there completion dates extended until approval has been sought from the Committee.
The status of actions are categorised as follows:

Actions/recommendations
Currently the rolling action log contains 10 actions. A total of 5 of these actions have been completed.
The Committee is therefore asked to approve the removal of the 5 actions noted as completed (Blue status), note the 5 actions categorised as
Green status and note the zero actions categorised as Yellow status on the action log.

SGCActionLog
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Minute
Ref

Action

Lead

Due Date

RAG
Status

Completion
Date

Position Statement

Meeting Date: 5 December 2017

8.4

POD Progress & Performance Quarter 2
2017-18 – RDS training report to go to SLT
and update report to be brought back to the
Committee.

SGCActionLog

AW

December
2018

Page 2 of 6

June 2019

Update (22/03/18) – Updated report
presented to SLT on 29 January 2018. A
wide ranging review project into training
and employee development, including all
aspects of RDS training, has been
authorised and will report back through the
Service Transformation and Major Projects
Committee.
Update (07/06/18) – TED Training Review
to be completed December 2018.
Update (06/09/18) – Verbal update to be
provided by Paul Stewart
Update (06/12/18) – AW will provide
verbal update at December meeting.
Update (07/03/19) – TED Training Review
Report to be completed by end of March
2019 and taken to SLT thereafter. Verbal
update provided at SLT Business Brief on
4 February 2019, draft report end of
February, full submission to SLT in April.
Completed (06/06/19) – Capacity issues
and additional priorities within TED have
resulted in some slippage relative to the
completion of the TED Review Report.
This is now scheduled to go to SLT in July
2019.
Specific to RDS, the TED review will
comment and provide recommendations
associated with a variety of elements. For
example, a change in delivery
methodologies resulting in a more focused
approach to practical application training
and a recommendation associated with a
requirement for station risk profiling are
23/05/2019
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included. Amongst other areas, these will
form part of a wider implementation plan
once SLT have authorised all associated
recommendations.
It is recommended this action is closed
and any additional update requirements
are met through TED review updates.

Minute
Ref

Action

Meeting Date: 6 September 2018
POD Progress & Performance Quarter 1
2018/19 - The Committee noted the high
level of psychological absences within the
Service in particular for RDS personnel and
the actions being taken by the Service. KL
informed the Committee that the data
provided was a snapshot in time and has
since reduced. She noted that work was
being undertaken to target staff groups to
9.5
provide additional information and support.
Procurement processes are ongoing to
provide harmonised critical incident support
provision across the Service. A new service
to allow access to trained specialists
offering clinical support for post traumatic
stress would be introduced from March
2018. An overview to be provided at the
next meeting.

SGCActionLog

Lead

FM/DF

Due Date

September
2019
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RAG
Status

Completion
Date

Position Statement

Update (06/12/18) – Report to be
presented at the December meeting.
Update (07/03/19) – Overview of
proposed revised services provided in
December 2018. Further update will be
provided at end of Q2 2019-20 following
implementation which is scheduled for end
of Q1 2019-20.
Update (06/06/19) – Implementation date
revised to Q3 2019-20 due to delay in
procurement process. An update will be
provided in December 2019.
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Minute
Ref

Action

Meeting Date: 6 December 2018
Respiratory Protective Equipment Report to be brought back to the Committee
after being presented to the Strategic
Leadership Team (SLT) on the 10
December.
8.8.2

Minute
Ref

Action

Lead

KL

Lead

Due Date

Due Date

Position Statement

Update (07/03/19) – Progressed through
SMT Business Cases Process. Agreement
reached that the West SDA will pilot the
use of local trainers to deliver face fit
testing.
Update (06/06/19) – West SDA pilot
scheduled to commence July 2019, for a
period of 5 months (training plus 3 months
testing). Update report will be presented to
SGC in December 2019.

RAG
Status

Completion
Date

Position Statement

Update (06/06/19) – Local workshops with

LB

SGCActionLog

Completion
Date

December
2019

Meeting Date: 7 March 2019
POD Progress & Performance Quarter 1
2018/19 – Staff Survey National Action Plan
to be circulated to the Committee.

7.2

RAG
Status

June 2019

Page 4 of 6

staff to discuss results from the staff
survey were held Q4. Outcomes from staff
workshops have been used to develop
local action plans. A National Action Plan
to address key themes from Service-Wide
results was agreed & published following
engagement with SMT, TUs & SLT
http://sfrs.verseone.com/search/textcontent/staff-survey-2018-national-actionplan-6027 DACO Ali Perry is Strategic
Lead to progress National Action Plan,
monitor progress and ensure
communications regarding progress are
feedback to staff.
23/05/2019
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POD Progress & Performance Quarter 1
2018/19 – The Committee recognised
efforts in reducing staff absences/managing
attendance and noted the important of being
mindful of absences in Control/Support. An
update on the situation with Control was
GC
June 2019
requested.

7.9

7.10

POD Progress & Performance Quarter 1
2018/19 – Re vehicle accidents increase
and revised training programme/rebalancing LB/KL
the workforce. An update would be brought
back to the Committee.
POD Progress & Performance Quarter 1
2018/19 – The Committee commented on
the Operational Core Competencies data
and asked for an update to be provided in
the next report to the Committee. The
update should outline the statutory/legal
compliance for competence, what the
Service is doing to achieve this and
appropriate benchmarking.
.

7.11

SGCActionLog

LB/PSt

September
2019

June 2019
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June 2019

Update (06/06/19) –
A review of the data for Q4 has identified
that the absence for one employee has
been double counted. While not
significant, this reduces the absence
percentage from 8.44 to 8.07. There has
been an increase in long term sickness
cases from 4 cases in Q3 to 7 cases in
Q4. All cases are being managed in
accordance with the Managing Attendance
Policy.
Update (06/06/19) –
Q1 2019-20 data currently being gathered
and a report will be finalised following the
end of the quarter (June) therefore report
will be provided September 2019.
Completed (06/06/19) – SFRS formally
introduced its National Training Standards
in April 2016, which were aligned to the
relevant National Occupation Standards.
Subsequently these Training Standards
have been cross referenced against the
NFCC National Operational Guidance
(NOG) Training Specifications as they
were introduced.
In terms of Specialist Skills, competency
within Water Rescue is externally
accredited to Rescue 3 Europe and Line
Rescue is externally accredited to
Outreach UK.
A Key Line of Enquiry within the TED
Review was to ensure that existing training
programmes still aligned with National
Operational Guidance and National
Operational Guidance Training
Specifications.
TED are represented on the NFCC
Training Managers Forum, this ensures
that SFRS are sighted on any changes to
23/05/2019
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Further and Higher Education
(Qualification) Policy - The Committee
commented on the Executive Leadership
Level qualification being categorised as CMI
Level 8 Diploma which could be misleading.
Following discussions, LB agreed that the
wording would be reviewed and adjusted as
necessary
LB

11.2

12.3

Firefighters’ 2015 Pension Scheme –
Actuarial Valuation 2016 - FF Pension
Scheme (England) Advisory Board’s Fire
BST
Scheme Valuation, which contains an
explanation of Cost Cap, is to be circulated
to the Committee.
Review of Terms of Reference - Minor
revisions were requested.

14.3

SGCActionLog

BST

June 2019

June 2019

June 2019

March 2019

June 2019
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March 2019

NOG Training Specifications, ensuring that
SFRS Training Standards are amended
where necessary to align national
guidance.
Completed (06/06/19) – The wording of
the qualifications within the Leadership
and Development (L&D) Framework has
been reviewed and the designated
qualification titles, as detailed by the
awarding body, have been used to enable
learners to accurately identify which
specific qualifications are being
referenced. The level of the qualification
(e.g. Qualifications Credit Framework
(QCF) Level 8 and/or Scottish Credit and
Qualifications Framework (SCQF) Level
12) provide an indication of the complexity
of the qualification. CMI provide
qualifications as awards, certificates and
diplomas/ extended diplomas which
denotes the notional learning hours or
breadth of the learning involved in each
qualification.
Completed (06/06/19) – Contextual
information relating to Cost Cap
mechanism produced for the FF Pension
Scheme (England), was circulated to the
Committee on 11 March 2019.
Completed (06/06/19) – Amendments
were made to the Terms of Reference as
directed and subsequently submitted to
the Board for approval.
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Report No: C/SGC/09-19
Agenda No: 7
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1.

Introduction

The main role of the People and Organisational Development Directorate (POD) is to ensure that
the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) continues to be widely regarded as an employer of
choice. It aims to be a responsible employer which takes its duties under the relevant employment
and health and safety legislation seriously with a specific emphasis on practices, procedures and
training regimes that are required to ensure the safety, wellbeing and competence of our Workforce,
and specifically our operational personnel.
The POD Directorate also has a key role in supporting service transformation and reform via a range
of interventions that support the achievement of SFRS strategic objectives and which underpin
service delivery, partnership working, effectiveness and performance.
The POD Directorate exists to enable and support the SFRS to:
• Be recognised as an employer of choice and whose workforce is representative of our diverse
communities.
• Build a strong cultural identity built on organisational values, fairness and dignity and an engaged
and empowered workforce.
• Have a well-designed, flexible and effectively resourced structure underpinned by a strong
commitment to training and development.
• Provide a safe and healthy working environment.
• Be a learning organisation; whose staff develop and maintain the skills, knowledge and
experience necessary for their current role and to enable service transformation.
• Develop collaborative leaders who work at the forefront of service transformation and public
services reform.
The POD Directorate consists of the functions of Human Resources and Organisational
Development (HROD); Health, Safety and Wellbeing (HSW); Training and Employee Development
(TED).
The key areas of activity within the POD Directorate programme of work can be summarised as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Workforce & Strategic Resource Planning
Organisational culture: cultural audit, equality and diversity, employee engagement
Total reward: pay, harmonisation of terms and conditions, benefits
Working Together: employee relations
Operational readiness: training for operational competence
Health and safety: legislative compliance, audit and improvement, significant events
Wellbeing: healthy working lives, managing attendance, fitness and wellbeing support/services

The quarterly progress and performance report provides an update on progress against these key
areas of activity and provides a summary of associated metrics supported by a trend analysis (where
relevant).
In addition to quarterly performance reporting, the following information will be provided on an annual
basis:
• Workforce profile: by employee group and equalities characteristics
• Workforce and resourcing plan
• Annual review of training delivery and performance
• HSW Annual Report
Overall the Directorate and its respective functions have developed and planned a programme of
activity for 2018-19 plans.

StaffGovernanceCommittee/Report/
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Talent: Deliver and regularly review the Workforce and Strategic Resourcing Plan
Subject
Links to
Update on Significant successes / challenges
Corporate
risk
1. We will develop
plans to ensure
that our current
and future
workforce needs
are understood
and planned for.

2.Workforce
Development

CR 6.2
and 6.3

CR 6.1

StaffGovernanceCommittee/Report/
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•

A terms of reference for a Retained and Volunteer Duty
System
(RDS/VDS)
Recruitment
Improvement
Programme has been developed and work will commence
on this within Q1.

•

The whole-time firefighter (WTFF) campaign commenced
in Q4. The first intake will commence training in
September 2019.

•

This WTFF campaign has utilised retirement profiles
within each SDA and preferences requested at application
phase to ensure sufficient candidates are brought through
to meet regional requirements.

•

HR:OD have worked with the Programme Board to
establish a Staffing Interdependency Working Group
(SIWG) to consider the interdependent Service
Transformation Staffing Projects.

•

A project has been established to review all recruitment
and selection policies and practices with a view to
balancing workforce profile. This will incorporate the
recommendations of the business process consultants’
review. This is a significant project with a number of work
streams and interdependencies. The scoping exercise is
currently being finalised, following which a Project Dossier
will be developed setting out the key milestones, progress
and challenges.

•

HROD continue to support the strategic and tactical
monitoring and management of pre-arranged overtime by
attending and reporting to the Operational Availability
Group.

•

The phased implementation of the Leadership and
Development Framework continues across Executive,
Strategic and Supervisory Leadership Development
Programmes (LDPs). Middle Manager Induction was
implemented in Q4 and the wider Middle Manager
Leadership Programme implementation development
continues ready for implementation in 2019-20.
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Support, promote and monitor the development of a positive transparent working
culture
Subject
Links to
Update on Significant successes / challenges
Corporate
risk
1. Cultural
Development

CR 6.1
CR 6.2

•

•

•

•

Staff Survey result reports and National Action Plan were
published. Workshops with staff were undertaken by
Directors, DACOs & HoFs to discuss results with local
action plans developed using outcomes of staff
workshops.
‘Career Ready’ pilot progressing in the East SDA. A
schedule for a four-week summer placement is in the
final stages of development. Actions will continue into
2019-20 and evaluation of scheme will be undertaken.
The implementation of the Firefighter Modern
Apprenticeship (MA) is progressing with 258 new starts
from 2018-19 intakes registered with Skills Development
Scotland (SDS) generating around £400k return on
apprenticeship levy. Process for collating evidence for
training
milestones
was
developed.
Further
consideration of ongoing resource requirements to
support the MA scheme is required. Draft business case
was developed and role requirements were scoped out
to inform allocation of resource needed to support the
MA scheme going forward. Further MA opportunities for
Support Staff roles will progress into 2019-20.
A number of female Positive Action events for firefighter
roles were held in March across all SDA’s. Over 160
women attended and evaluation is ongoing. This
campaign has seen a significant increase in female
applicants (12.7% compared with 8.2% in 2018
recruitment campaign) as well as small increases in
applications from other underrepresented groups. The
gender split will continue to be monitored as the
campaign progresses. An evaluation report on these
Positive Action events will be produced, the results of
which will inform the long term Positive Action Strategy
currently in development.

Deliver Pay, Reward and Benefits frameworks, maintaining harmonious Employee
Relations
Subject
Links to
Update on Significant successes / challenges
Corporate
risk
1. Standardisation
• The implementation of standardised uniformed terms
of Uniformed
and conditions is nearing completion. Work is ongoing
terms and
to scope out formal reviews in respect of a number of the
conditions
revised terms in accordance with the collective
StaffGovernanceCommittee/Report/
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agreement and in conjunction with the Trade Unions and
managers to review the impact/effectiveness of the new
terms and conditions. There are issues in relation to
configuring Kronos to correspond with the amended
Detached Duty areas, however, this should be
addressed in Q1 of 2019/2020.

2. Co-ordination of
annual pay
reviews and
settlements
3. Develop and
implement a
SFRS Total
Reward
framework

4. Implement Job
Analysis and
Evaluation

StaffGovernanceCommittee/Report/
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•

The majority of the new policies related to the
introduction of the standardised terms and conditions will
be reviewed in Q1 and will consider any matters relating
to their implementation and impact on service delivery.

•

Formal proposals on the standardisation of Retained
Duty System terms and conditions were issued to the
Trade Unions in January 2019. Feedback has been
received and final negotiations have been taking place in
Q4 with a view to reaching a collective agreement in Q1.
However, the Trade Unions have indicated they are not
in total agreement therefore, if a collective agreement is
not obtained in Q1, SLT will be consulted regarding next
steps.

•

Work is ongoing to carry out a review of TED Instructors
Ts and Cs and a workshop will be held in Q1 to progress
this piece of work. Timescales are tight as the Collective
Agreement for the standardisation of Uniformed
employees indicated a completion date of April 2020.

•

Implementation of the uniformed pay award for 2018/19
is now complete.

•

A review has been undertaken of the outcomes of the
recent Staff Survey related to rewards and benefits. This
will inform options relating to the staff reward and
recognition strategy.
Development of an SFRS
employee recognition scheme is now underway and will
be progressed within Q1 and Q2. SFRS intends to invest
part of the savings realised from the Edenred benefits
system into this scheme to enhance the total reward
package.

•

Job Evaluation training by the Independent Technical
Advisor for the SJC JE Scheme was delivered to the
HROD team in Q4.
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Ensure compliance with employment legislation and the application of efficient
working practices
Subject
Links to
Update on Significant successes / challenges
Corporate
risk
1. Legal and
regulatory
compliance

CR 5.2

•

•

•

•

•

A staff survey to identify employees who are non UK EU
nationals has closed. Employees in this group are
predominantly based in the North area. Work is ongoing
to arrange information workshops for staff applying for
settled status.
The Gender Pay Gap report was produced and approved
and will be published in Q1 in accordance with legislative
timescales. Actions outlined in the ‘Next Steps’ section
will be included in the Balancing the Workforce Profile
Action Plan.
Work continues on the review of the revised Special
Leave Policy due to ongoing dialogue with the Trade
Unions. It is anticipated that the revised Policy will be
published in Q1.
The new Retirement and Re-engagement Policy,
Induction Procedure, ID Cards Policy, Exit Interviews
Policy and Procedures and a revised Appraisal Policy
were published in Q4.
A Policy Forward plan will be developed in 2019/20
which combines policy development and reviews for all
policies related to the people and Organisational
development remit.

Operational readiness: training for operational competence
Subject

1. Embed Core
Competence
skills across the
Service

Links to
Corporate
risk

Update on Significant successes / challenges

CR 2.2

•

•

•

StaffGovernanceCommittee/Report/
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Ongoing challenges for TED in relation to attendance
levels at training courses. Agreement now in place that
overtime will be authorised for personnel attending key
identified core competency based courses and specific
specialist skills courses. TED implementing LPIs in order
to monitor course attendance levels.
Flexi-Duty Managers (FDM) Training for Operational
Competence roll out continues. Year one of the 3 year
FDM TfOC programme was implemented in 2018/19, year
two will be introduced in 2019/20.
The TED review will provide a range of recommendations
relative to improving the delivery of core competence
training. The report is due to be presented to SLT in July
2019 with a specific implementation plan to follow
thereafter.
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2. Ensure suitable
and sufficient
development in
place to affect
Service
Transformation

CR 3.7

•

•
•

•

•

Additional Human and Financial resource requirements
identified and budget secured. Increase to initial budget
has been agreed.
RRU Training completed for all 34 RRU stations. This is
now a business as usual area of work.
TED are working closely with the respective Project
Managers for Service Transformation projects, OHCA,
Rural Full Time Posts and MTA to ensure all training
impacts and training requirements are identified and
considered.
Induction Training Course delivered for the initial 18 Rural
Full Time Posts. A workshop has been arranged for 3rd of
June for a 6 month in post review of the current Rural Full
Time Posts. This will inform the content and delivery of
training for the next intake in January 2020 for a further 18
posts
Whilst TED await strategic direction in terms of the
implementation of a MTA capability, as part of Service
Transformation, it is acknowledged that its introduction
would present significant resource challenges for TED in
terms of instructor availability/capacity.

Health and safety: legislative compliance, audit and improvement, significant events
Subject

Links to
Corporate
risk

Update on Significant successes / challenges

1. Develop and
facilitate SFRS,
SDA/Directorate
HS improvement
plans

CR2.1

•

SFRS SDA/Directorate HS improvement plans were
developed and agreed with business partners prior to Q1
2018/19. Progress against the 2018-19 plans has proved
challenging quarter on quarter. Progress against the
SFRS annual health and safety improvement plan as at
quarter 4 2018-19 is outlined below:

SFRS Health and Safety Improvement Plan 2018-19

StaffGovernanceCommittee/Report/
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YTD Actual
18/19

% of Plan
Complete Q4

Target

63

100%

Actions completed

13

22%

Actions on target

0

0%

Actions 1 month overdue

2

2%

Actions over 1 month overdue

44

70 %

Not started

4

6%
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•
•

In order to drive improvement across the SFRS quarterly
progress reports will be submitted to the SLT.
Progress at SDA/Directorate level is outlined below:

Health and Safety Improvement Plan 2018-19 by
SDA/Directorate

2. Implement risk
reduction
strategies

CR5.3
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Directorate/SDA

Number of
Actions

Number
Complete

NSDA

40

22

55%

ESDA

40

35

87.5%

WSDA

40

35

87.5%

FCS

49

17

35%

P&P

46

28

61%

POD

47

23

49%

R&R

45

24

53%

SPPC

31

10

32%

% Completion

•

Significant progress has been made within SDA during
2018-19. However challenges remain within the
Directorates. It is anticipated that scheduled monthly
support meetings will continue to drive improvement along
with increased scrutiny by SLT.

•

Driver Safety Group: Discussions continues around the
increase in slow speed manoeuvres and behavioural
safety factors. In order to streamline documentation and
provide greater clarity on responsibilities a new SFRS
Drivers Handbook and supporting Management of
Occupational Road Risk Management Arrangements has
been developed. Both documents are in the process of
being rolled out across the SFRS by R&R and Asset
Management. Further work continues on investigation
training and personal accountability to improve the quality
and speed of investigations and the use of compassionate
messaging around consequence of injury and loss. Local
management have been and will continue to be
encouraged to address any recurring trends and poor
behaviour.

•

Contaminants Group: Progress against the agreed action
plan continues with trails due to commence on the use of
disposable wipes to reduce the risk from operational
contaminants. Work will commence during Q1 2019-20 to
undertake scientific trails in order to establish the risk from
asbestos at operational incidents. The group will continue
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to meet every 4 weeks and will actively engage with the
Fire Brigades Union, and Glasgow University on current
and proposed related research in order to have an early
understanding of relevant findings.
3.Develop
proposals to
enhance the
safety culture

CR2.1

•

SFRS Health and Safety Management System – TASS:
Skype familiarisation sessions were delivered across
SFRS during Q4 2018/19. A Skype session has been
recorded and will be uploaded onto iHuB for all staff to
access as required. A supporting LCMS module and
training manual has been developed for staff to reference
when the system goes live. Work has commenced to
develop a reporting module allowing managers to create
and interrogate reports at local and national level in live
time. However confirmation of a go live dates is yet to be
provided by ICT due to technical interface issues with
iTrent. As a result it is likely that there will be a need to
extend the current external system contract until March
2020.

•

Management of Risk at Operational Incidents Framework:
It is anticipated that the adoption of the Management of
Risk at Operational Incidents Framework will have a
positive impact on the safety culture within the SFRS.
Publication of the framework is scheduled for Q1 201920. It is anticipated that a service wide benchmarking
exercise will be required throughout 2019-20 with a
number of local improvement actions identified and
progressed.

Wellbeing: healthy working lives, managing attendance, fitness and wellbeing services
Subject
1. Health
promotion and ill
health prevention
programmes

Update on Significant successes / challenges
CR2.1

•

•

•

•

StaffGovernanceCommittee/Report/
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All 13 themes within the Mental Health Series are
complete and available on I-Hub. Further promotion of
these is planned in line with Mental Health Awareness
week (w/c 13 May).
Following the lifestyle survey outcomes, resources have
been developed on key themes such as alcohol
consumption, nutritional behaviours and smoking
cessation.
The new counselling services contract commenced in Q4.
There have been a number of contract management
issues identified during the early stages of implementation
of the new contract which have been rectified with the
service provider.
The Post Incident Support pre-market research
presentations are planned for April as is a meeting of the
User Intelligence Group. The issue of the tender is
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•

2.Gap analysis of
legislative
compliance
including Clinical
Governance and
Health and Safety
Audit Programme

3. Production of
HSW Annual
Report 2017-18

CR2.1

CR2.1
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scheduled for May with a new provider being in place
during Q3.
A Mental Health Strategy is under development and is
scheduled for completion during Q2.

•

The year one actions contained within the Clinical
Governance action plan are complete.

•

HSW Annual Report 2017-18 presented to SFRS Board
on 28 March 2019.
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2.

Summary of Key Metrics: Q4 2018-19

WORKFORCE PLAN
RBC

DD

FDS

Target Operating Model (FTE)
ACTUAL (FTE)
ACTUAL (HEADCOUNT)
VACANCY (FTE)

3021
3032
3032
0

376
338
339
38

VACANCY RATE (%)

0

10

TURNOVER RATE (%)
NEW STARTS (FTE)

1
60

EMPLOYEE GROUP

RBC
EMPLOYEE GROUP
% OF STAFF IN DETRIMENT AGAINST
EMPLOYEE GROUP
% OF DISCIPLINE CASES AGAINST
EMPLOYEE GROUP
% CONCLUDED WITHIN 4 WEEKS
% OF FACT FINDING
INVESTIGATIONS CARRIED OUT
AGAINST EMPLOYEE GROUP
EMPLOYEE GROUP
% OF GRIEVANCE CASES AGAINST
EMPLOYEE GROUP
% CONCLUDED WITHIN 4 WEEKS
% OF BULLYING AND HARASSMENT
CASES
EMPLOYEE GROUP
OPERATIONAL CORE COMPETENCE (%
OF STAFF DEEMED COMPETENT
AGAINST REQUIREMENT)
INCIDENT COMMAND COMPETENCE (%
OF STAFF DEEMED COMPETENT
AGAINST REQUIREMENT)
SPECIALIST RESCUE COMPETENCE (%
OF STAFF DEEMED COMPETENT
AGAINST REQUIREMENT)
COMPLIANCE WITH MANDATORY
MAINTENANCE PHASE TRAINING (% OF
STAFF DEEMED COMPETENT AGAINST
REQUIREMENT)

1
2

RDS

VDS

OC

SS

257
262
262
0

TOTAL
WDS
3654
3632
3633
22

3328
2647
2955
259

405
259
323
146

170
202
207
0

846
745
792
101

TOTAL
(ALL)
8403
7485
7910
918

0

1

8

80

0

12

11

1
58

3
4

3
14

8
23

2
160

RDS

VDS

OC

SS

TOTAL
(ALL)

1
4
2
0
1
61
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS
DD
FDS
TOTAL
WDS

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

1

0.1

0

0

0.1

0.1

0.3

0

0

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.1

0

0

0.1

0.1

0.3

0

0

0.1

RBC

DD

TOTAL
WDS

RDS

VDS

OC

SS

TOTAL
(ALL)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.03

0

0

0.1

0.2

RDS

VDS

OC

SS

TOTAL
(ALL)

91

67

23

76

83

84

61

84

RBC

CULTURE
FDS

OPERATIONAL TRAINING
DD
FDS
TOTAL
WDS

91

83

89

98

98

711
832

711
832

98

481
552

81
22

58
74

Standard Modules
Advanced Modules
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EMPLOYEE GROUP
1:100 OF ACCIDENTS/ INJURIES
1:100 OF RIDDOR REPORTABLE
INJURIES
1:100 OF NEAR MISS EVENTS
1:100 OF ACTS OF VIOLENCE
1:100 OF VEHICLE ACCIDENTS
1:100 PER STAFFING GROUP

HEALTH AND SAFETY *ratio is based upon FTE
RBC
DD
FDS
TOTAL
RDS
WDS
0.6
0.5

VDS

OC

SS

0.3

0.4

0.8

TOTAL
(ALL)
0.5

0.2

0.1

0

0

0

0.15

0.8
0.2
1
2.9

0.6
0.2
0.6
1.96

0
0
0.4
0.8

0
0
0
0.4

0.4
0
0.3

0.65
0.2
0.7
2.2
17

TOTAL
WDS

RDS

VDS

OC

SS

98

99

99

100

100

1.5

NOS. ACCIDENT FREE DAYS
RBC

WELLBEING
DD
FDS

MEDICAL COMPLIANCE RATE (%)

100

100

100

100

FITNESS COMPLIANCE RATE (%)

100

100

97

100

4

2

1

2

1

0.1

5

3

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

3

2

2

5

3

2

5

3

1

8

5

4

0.5

0

0

0.4

0.1

0

0.5

0

0.2

EMPLOYEE GROUP

SHORT TERM ABSENCE (% OF
WORKING DAYS LOST VERSUS DAYS
AVAILABLE)
LONG TERM ABSENCE (% OF
WORKING DAYS LOST VERSUS DAYS
AVAILABLE)
OVERALL ABSENCE (% OF WORKING
DAYS LOST VERSUS DAYS AVAILABLE)
% OF STAFF ON MODIFIED DUTIES
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3.
Analysis
3.1 Talent: Workforce Profile and Succession planning
3.1.1 Workforce Profile

Workforce Profile Q4

Volunteer
4%

Support
10%

RBC
38%

RDS
38%

RBC

Day Duty

Flexi Duty

Control

Control
3%
RDS

Flexi Duty
3%
Volunteer

Day Duty
4%
Support

Workforce Profile
Q4
3328

3500
3021 3032

3000
2647
2500
2000
1500

846

1000
500

405

376 338

257 262

170 202

Day Duty

Flexi Duty

Control

745

259

0
RBC

TOM

RDS

Volunteer

Support

Q4

The profile above reflects the current Budgeted Target Operating Model (TOM) against the Full-time
Equivalent (FTE) for each of the employee groups for Q4 2018-19.
The RBC figures include 60 trainees who are not currently on station. As approved by the SLT
Operations Control continues to work with a temporary enhanced TOM of 196. Operational
Volunteer figures are shown as an FTE rather than headcount. Note that data held on Volunteers
does not always record set hours due to the variety of contracts within the SFRS and therefore this
may not provide a true reflection of FTE figure for this staff group.
StaffGovernanceCommittee/Report/
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Rolling recruitment and selection remains in place to assist with filling of RDS Firefighters vacancies.
In partnership with Service Transformation, an improvement programme has been initiated to review
and make enhancements to RDS/VDS recruitment, selection and retention.
A significant number of RDS staff have applied for the current WTFF campaign, WP&R have been
communicating with Service Delivery management teams to ensure they are fully aware of the
number of candidates through each stage of the process. HROD are engaged with the Service
Transformation RDS/VDS project lead and are in the process of establishing an RDS/VDS
recruitment improvement programme where the impact of this will be fully explored.

3.2

Wholetime Duty System staffing forecast (up to September 2019)

This forecast assumes 96 leavers between April and September. The above forecast includes an
intake of 60 trainees in January who will be on station in April. A further intake of 31 is planned for
May. A whole-time firefighter campaign commenced in March 2019.
Further monitoring of the Resource Based Crewing model continues across the Service Delivery
Areas, to ensure that resources are maintained and overtime costs are minimised. Further updates
will be provided in this area as the Service moves towards Service Transformation and any
subsequent changes to the resourcing schedule and staffing numbers become clearer.
Residence of the 5 Watch Duty System is reliant on a number of factors including having sufficient
trained staff available on duty, HROD continue to support the Operational Availability Group, chaired
by the DCO, to correlate useful data to assist in forecasting and planning strategies to reduce Prearranged overtime.
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3.2.1 Turnover
The tables below shows the number of leavers from the Service, broken down into retirements,
resignations and ill health retirements within each of the staffing groups. Labour Turnover – Main 3
leaver categories:
Q1 2018-19

Q2 2018-19

WDS

CON

RDS

VOL

SUPP

WDS

CON

RDS

VOL

SUPP

Retirement

45

0

5

2

16

39

1

9

1

2

Resignations

2

2

33

10

22

2

0

41

6

11

Ill Health
Retirements

2

0

0

0

1

5

0

0

0

0

Q3 2018-19

Q4 2018-19

WDS

CON

RDS

VOL

SUPP

WDS

CON

RDS

VOL

SUPP

Retirement

25

2

11

1

2

46

2

4

2

4

Resignations

3

3

38

5

17

6

4

27

8

10

Ill Health
Retirements

1

0

1

0

0

1

0

3

0

0

Replacement processes were initiated to reduce any impact on service delivery and we continue to
monitor this and align this to our Resourcing Plan.

Turnover - No. of leavers
80
70

67

60
50

51

40

40
39

55
48

52

57

36

30

30
23

20
10

12

0

2
Q1 18/19
WDS

13
7
1
Q2 18/19
Control

RDS

6
5

10
6

Q3 18/19

Q4 18/19

Volunteer

Support

The above graph shows the total labour turnover rate over the last four quarters. The increase in
support staff turnover is attributed to 48 staff that were transferred from SFRS to Sodexo Limited via
the Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations 2006, otherwise known as
TUPE on 1st March 2019.
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The average turnover rate across all staff groups is 2.2 %, this is up by 0.7% from last quarter and
remains low in comparison to the current national industry average.
It can been seen that, in general, the labour turnover rates remain steady for Control and Volunteer,
with an increase in turnover for WDS and Support Staff. There is a reduction in turnover for RDS
staff. It is likely that a number of RDS staff will be successful in the 2019 WTFF campaign, although
candidates will take a break from their RDS contracts to attend four months training, previous
campaigns have illustrated that a high number re-establish themselves as dual contracts
This quarter 28 voluntary exit questionnaires were received. Whilst this is in its early stages of data
analysis, from the questionnaires we received, we have broken this down into our main staff groups
per quarter. The main leaving reasons are within the “resignations” category and further analysis
shows that the main reasons for resigning are career development prospects and pay.

No. of returned
questionnaires
No. of returned
questionnaires
No. of returned
questionnaires
No. of returned
questionnaires

Q2
Q3
Q4

3.3

WDS

CON

RDS

VOL

SUPP

10

1

2

1

4

5

1

5

0

4

12

3

3

0

10

Working Together: employee relations

3.3.1 Staff in Detriment
The pay protection for those Support Staff affected by the introduction of the Pay and Reward
Framework (PRF) in November 2015 ended in February 2017. However the Service has continued
to monitor the impact of ongoing detriment and provide support mechanisms to help continue to
reduce this. This includes identifying posts that may provide development opportunities when
vacancies arise, consideration of apprenticeship programmes and the ongoing ‘Invest in You’
programme.
The tables below illustrate the reduction in detriment levels amongst this group and the reasons for
these reductions.
Grade

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Total

Jan 16
no. in
receipt of
PP
60
53
32
25
25
17
10
2
0
1
1
226

Q1 no. in
detriment

Q2 no. in
detriment

Q3 no. in
detriment

Q4 no. in
detriment

17
13
16
10
11
9
3
1
0
1
0
81

12
9
10
6
8
6
2
0
0
1
0
54

11
9
10
6
8
6
2
0
0
1
0
53

11
8
9
6
8
6
1
0
0
1
0
50
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PP Removed
Successful Appeal
Promoted post
16/17 pay award
17/18 pay award

39
27
19
4

18/19 pay award
Incremental progression (PP
not due to core salary)

26
16

Total

131

PP Reduced
Successful Appeal
Promoted post
Reduction in hours
Incremental progression
(PP not due to core salary)

8
16
4
1

Total

29

The Support Staff pay awards for 16/17, 17/18 and 18/19 included measures to help address low
pay and detriment. There has been a decrease in those Support Staff still affected by detriment to
50 in this quarter 2018/19 from 83 in the corresponding quarter 4 2017/18. Whilst the table above
shows that 29 of the staff remaining in detriment have experienced a reduction of the level of
detriment, the annual pay awards implemented since 16/17 have assisted in reducing overall levels
of detriment for all staff affected.
HROD have recently engaged with Heads of Function to review the list of staff in detriment and
reinforce the supporting mechanisms that are currently in place. This information is currently being
reviewed to inform future actions that can be taken to further reduce detriment and support those
staff affected. Discussions have also taken place with the support staff unions, with a commitment
given by HROD that further ongoing actions will include further promotion of the “Invest in You"
course and that a flexible work location will be promoted where practicable when vacancies are
advertised to allow support staff at outlying locations to consider these roles.

3.3.2 Bullying and harassment cases
Two bullying and harassment cases were reported in Q4.

3.3.3 Discipline cases
The issues giving rise to disciplinary action are categorised below. There has been a slight increase
in cases this quarter with 9 cases compared to 7 in Q3. The geographical split of cases was 5
North, 3 East and 1 West.

Category of new discipline cases
Q4
11%11%
22%
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3.4

Organisational culture

3.4.1

Grievance cases

No formal grievance cases arose in Q4 2018-19.
3.4.2

Staff Survey and Positive Action Review

Following completion of the first SFRS Staff Survey in October 2018, result reports were published
together with a report containing staff comments. A National Action Plan to address key themes from
Service-wide results was agreed and published in Q4 following engagement with SMT, the Trade
Unions & SLT. DACO Alasdair Perry was nominated as Strategic Lead to progress outcomes
associated with the National Action Plan, monitor progress, ensure local action outcomes are aligned
with National objectives and also ensure regular staff communications regarding progress. Further
to this local workshops with staff to discuss results have been undertaken by DACOs, HoFs and
Directors throughout Q4 and outcomes from these will inform local action plans.
Positive Action events were held in March ahead of the 2019 Wholetime recruitment campaign with
the aim of increasing the number of female applicants. The communication strategy for the
Wholetime recruitment campaign has focussed on increasing attraction rates of all underrepresented
groups with the strapline #breakthemould. The Positive Action events are being evaluated with a
view to the development of a long term Positive Action Strategy. An update report will be available
June 2019.
3.5 Operational readiness: Training for Operational Competence
Operational readiness is measured across competence in core skills, incident command, specialist
skills and maintenance phase development modules.
2.5.1

Operational Core Competence (% of Staff deemed competent against requirement)
100
90

91

89

89

91

69

67

67

67

80
70
60
50

51
42

40

31

30

23

20
10
0
Q1 2018-19

Q2 2018-19
RBC

Q3 2018-19
RDS

Q4 2018-19

VDS

Competency in core skills is maintained through completion of the Training for Operational
Competence Core Skill Modules and is planned and delivered at Local Senior Officer (LSO) level.
The target for the percentage of operational staff who require to be core skills competent is >95%.
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The Learning and E-Development Team are moving to a regional structure in order to provide
representation across all SDAs.
ICT issues continue to cause challenges in relation to non-recording of MPD Modules. These
continue to be monitored via the Digital Steering group. Long term absence and new Trainees
starting at stations also impacted on the figures. A high volume of protracted Wildland Fires have
impacted on training time, particularly for RDS stations in the North Service Delivery Area.
Whilst the data is highlighting challenges; the TED function continue to seek opportunities to improve
performance in partnership with SDA staff. In addition, the TED review will seek to mitigate and
identified challenges by tailoring existing programmes in order to improve efficiency.
The downward trend in performance across the VDS should be seen in tandem with the increased
performance across Incident Command training.
3.5.2

Incident Command Competence (% of Staff deemed competent against requirement)
100
90

91

91

88

89

88

80

84

80

80

83

80
70
60

76

75

61

55

52
46

50
40
Q1 2018-19

Q2 2018-19
RBC

Q3 2018-19
RDS

VDS

Q4 2018-19

FDS

Review of the scheduling and recording of training process has identified some procedural issues
which show that Incident Command Competency across the RBC, RDS and Volunteer duty systems
is being under reported as is also the case with Core Competencies. TED have engaged with LSO
Areas to conduct a health check of Incident Command qualifications, specifically at ICL1,
Supervisory Level which is represented in the RBC figures.
A challenges remains in terms of course attendance, with competing demands and managerial
commitments impacting on the availability of managers attending ICL 2 and ICL 3 Refresher
Courses.
The competency % for FDM and RDS remains relatively steady, there has been a significant
increase in the % for Volunteer Duty System, however in actual numbers this equates to an additional
9 Volunteer personnel completing their Incident Command Assessment.
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3.5.3

Specialist Rescue Competence (% of Staff deemed competent against requirement)
120

111

110

103

100

104

90

94

102

108

103
102
92

100

97
95

80

112

94

110
101
97

89

84
81

70
60
Q1 2018-19

Q2 2018-19

Q3 2018-19

Heavy Rescue

Urban Search & Rescue

Line Rescue

Mass Decontamination

Q4 2018-19

Water Rescue - Level 3

The specialist skills data provided is measured against currently declared specialist resources across
the Service and will be amended as the outcomes of the Review of Specialist Equipment (RoSE)
project are implemented.
Q4 shows a steady trend in terms of the competency percentages for Specialist Skills with all
elements showing as being very close to their target % or exceeding it.
TED have developed a Training for Operational Competence for Specialist Skills, this will see a
framework of LCMS Modules aligned to SFRS Training Standards for Specialist Skills introduced.
This will provide personnel at stations with Specialist Skills to complete e-learning modules,
underpinning the practical training required in relation to their specialism. LCMS Modules have been
introduced for Heavy Rescue, Line Rescue and Urban Search and Rescue.
3.5.4

Compliance with Mandatory Maintenance Phase Training (% of Staff against
requirement)

There are currently 12 standard and 24 advanced Maintenance Phase Development Programme
(MPDP) modules. Completion of these 36 MPDP modules is planned at LSO Area level.

Standard Modules
100
80
60

83
51

40
20

15

0
Q1 2018-19
RBC Standard Modules
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Feedback continues to highlight the ongoing challenges for personnel to undertake and record
training in relation to training time frames available whilst other organisational demands are placed
upon all duty systems.
Whilst performance data remains fairly consistent, it is recognised that improvement is required
across all duty systems. Ongoing liaison with SDA partners and actions (yet to be taken) on
completion of the TED review are likely to result in the implementation of a detailed improvement
plan.
Advanced Modules
100
86

80
60

82

83

83

54

55

56

55

11

9

8

40
20
0
Q1 2018-19

Q2 2018-19

RBC Advanced Modules

2
Q4 2018-19

Q3 2018-19

RDS Advanced Modules

VDS Advanced Modules

Advanced modules are undertaken by all whole-time duty staff and on a historic risk profiling basis
for RDS and VDS. In this regard, the TED review recommendations will focus on the requirement
for a robust risk profiling exercise to be undertaken with a view to fully establishing the known training
requirements on a station by station basis. This will confirm organisational thinking and, coupled
with other positive elements such as reducing training time requirements, [as part of a wider
improvement plan] will direct activity in order to improve both efficiency and performance.
3.6

Health and Safety

3.6.1

Events

Total Health and Safety Events
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
NO OF ACCIDENTS/
INJURIES

NO OF RIDDOR
REPORTABLE
INJURIES

NO OF NEAR MISS
EVENTS

NO OF ACTS OF
VIOLENCE

NO OF VEHICLE
ACCIDENTS

Qtr 3 2017/18

67

9

46

25

56

Qtr1 2017/18

47

5

31

12

64

Qtr2
2017/18

48

10

44

17

63

Qtr 3 2018/19

54

5

42

13

63

Qtr 4
2018/19

41

11

48

15

54
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SFRS has seen a reduction in accident/injuries (non RIDDOR) during Q4 compared to the same
period in 2017/18. A Year to Date (YTD) reduction continues for the 4th consecutive quarter.
41% (17 of 41) of accidents/injuries in Q4 occurred during training with 18% (3 of 17) during initial
and 82% (14 of 17) during refresher activities. TED led training accounted for 41% (7 of 17) events
and SDA lead training 59% (10 of 17). There has been an overall increase of 28 % in
accident/injuries occurring during training compared to the same period in 2017/18.
Non-operational incidents account for 24% (10 of 41) of accident/injuries in Q4 with 50% (5 of 10) of
these involving support staff, 30% (3 of 10) wholetime staff and 20% (2 of 10) operations control
staff.
HSW are currently in discussion with TED in relation to seeking opportunities to enhance the
provision of manual handling and forced entry training. HSW are proposing a working group
consisting of TED, Service Delivery Area training and Health and Safety is established in order to
undertake a review of analysis of HS events
When considering those events reported to the HSE as RIDDOR reportable injuries there was a
significant increase of 120% (5 to 11) when compared to the same quarter the previous reporting
year. There was a spike in reported injuries in January with 73% (8 of 11) of all Q4 events being
reported, however 38% (3 of 8) of these were late reported events where the injury occurred in Q3.
The YTD comparison shows no change compared to 2017/18. The majority of RIDDOR reportable
events are MSK related sprains and strains therefore HSW will liaise with TED in order to review
existing training materials and delivery methodologies.
Despite clear SFRS guidance and reminders by the Health and Safety Department there have been
a number of occasions where the prescribed timescales for reporting notifiable events to the Health
and Safety Executive (HSE) have been exceeded. Directorate/SDA management are required to
increase local monitoring and scrutiny of RIDDOR reportable events to ensure reporting to legislative
requirement are met.
91% (10 of 11) of all RIDDOR reportable events related to SDAs, compared to 100% (5 of 5) for the
same quarter last year. 80% (8 of 10) of these related to operational incidents which remains
statistically the same as last year where 80% (4 of 5) occurred during operational incidents. SDAs
to continue to promote operational and situational awareness in relation to slips, trips and falls.
The SDAs saw an increase in RIDDOR reportable injuries of 100% (5 to 10) with 50% (5 of 10) of
these occurring in East SDA. SDA in partnership with HSW identify manual handling assessment
requirements and the development of associated safe system of work and continue to promote
operational and situational awareness in relation to slips, trips and falls.

POD saw the only reportable event within the Directorates, the event occurred during training and
was a Level 2 investigation where a firefighter incurred burns. HSW continue to liaise with TED in
respect of safety arrangements in place for Carbonaceous Fire Behaviour Training.
All reports were made under the over 7-day absence criteria. 64% (7 of 11) of all reportable injuries
involved strain injuries.
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When considering the number of near misses in relation to the number of RIDDOR reportable events
we see a ratio of 4.5:1 which is an increase in frequency compared to 7.2:1 in the same quarter, the
previous year. Business partners have been encouraged to continue the positive reporting of near
misses.
Operational near misses accounted for 43% (21 of 49) of the total near misses being recorded
compared to 26% (8 of 31) for the same period last year and increase of 65%. 38% (8 of 21) occurring
in the North, 43% (9 of 21) in the East and 19% (4 of 21) in the West.
29% (12 of 41) related to non-operational events and 33% (16 of 49) related to training activities.
Near miss investigations identified the need to ensure:
• The West Service Delivery Area (SDA) are to ensure all periodic inspections and testing
are undertaken
• Finance and Contractual Services to identify the age, lifespan and maintenance
requirements for all SFRS
• East SDA to promote compliance with SFRS MORR policy and associated training
SFRS Acts of violence (AOVs) increased by 25% (12 to 15) during Q4 2018-19 when comparing to
Q4 2017/18. SDA performance against Q4 2017/18, showing the North SDA increasing by 100% (1
to 2), East SDA increasing by 67% (3 to 5) and the West SDA remaining static with 8.
93% (14 of 15) of all AOVs reported during Q4 occurred at operational incidents. 72% (10 of 14) of
these operational events occurred at secondary fires and 21% (3 of 14) in response to Fire FDRs
and 7% (1 of 14) in response to false alarms special services. East SDA are to review AOV and
enhance arrangements with partner agencies in the relavant areas.
50% (7 of 14) of all operational AOVs occurred during the initial phase of an incident, 22% (3 of 14)
during the developing phase, 14% (2 of 14) during the closing phase and 14% (2 of 14) during the
returning phase.
The most common cause of AOVs reported was missiles being thrown, accounting for 60% (9 of 15)
of the total reported.
Only 3 AOV events of the total were reported to Police Scotland under the Emergency Workers Act,
one in the North SDA and 2 in the West SDA.
All SDAs are required to ensure that Police Scotland are notified immediately when AOVs occur and
crews are under threat.
SFRS vehicle accidents saw a reduction of 21% (68 to 54) during Q4 2018-19 when comparing to
Q4 2017/18 with the North SDA decreasing by 55% (22 to 10), the East SDA decreasing by 25%
(16 to 12) and the West SDA increasing by 4% (23 to 24).
Operational related vehicle accidents remain the most common type occurring across the SFRS.
This type of accident accounted for 52% (28 of 54) compared to 56% (36 of 64) of Q4 2017/18 a
decrease of 7% for the quarter.
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Of the vehicle accidents associated with operational activities, 46% (13 of 28) occurred at slow
speed, with 61% (8 of 13) of these occurring whilst moving forward. 46% (13 of 28) occurred under
blue light conditions, 2% (1 of 28) of the operational events occurred at normal speed while 2% (1 of
28) was not categorised.
SDAs to ensure compliance with all aspects of MORR in particular maximum SFRS speed when
progressing through red lights and the use of driving assistants for all reversing and forward moving
slow speed manoeuvres. SDAs to ensure the position of driving assistants and statements from
driving assistants are provided in all event reports. The Health and Safety Department will liaise with
business partners to ensure this is achieved. Finally Fleet and Equipment Workshops to ensure
ladder gantry locking systems are included in periodic maintenance checks.
Ten Most Common Accident Causations (Groups)
Q4 2017-18

Total

Q4 2018-19

Total

Slips, trips and falls on the same level

21

Body Movement

15

Impact (moving object)

7

Slips, trips and falls on the same
level

9

Impact (stationary object)

5

Manual Handling

6

Manual Handling

4

Hot/ Cold

5

Body Movement

3

Sharp Object

3

Hot/ Cold

3

Other

3

Sharp Object

3

Impact (stationary object)

3

Other

2

Impact (moving object)

2

Impact (vehicle - exterior)

2

Hazardous substance

2

Falls from height

1

Falls from height

1

Analysis of the manual handling and body movement category shows 40% (21 of 52) resulted in
minor injuries compared to 13% (7 of 52) in Q4 2017-18 an increase of 55%. 45% (5 of 11) resulted
in reports being made to the HSE all of which were over 7 days, compared 20% (1 of 5) to the same
period the previous year an increase of 125%.
48% (10 of 21) of all manual handling and body movement injuries occur during training. 60% (6 of
10) occurred as part of an SDA training and 40% (4 of 10) occurred whilst attending a POD training
course.
Health and Wellbeing Department to re-establish the MSK risk reduction group and review HS events
associated with body movement, manual handling and physical preparedness.
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Number of Accident/Injury Events that resulted in Working Days Lost
Working Days
Lost

Q4
2017/18

Q4
2018/19

% +/-

YTD
2017/18

YTD
2018/19

% +/-

Nil

34

24

-29%

150

135

-10%

1-3

9

1

-89%

34

22

-35%

4-6

0

3

300%

18

12

-33%

7-27

3

9

200%

30

39

30%

28+

1

4

300%

13

11

-15%

No Information
Available

5

11

45

13

12

-8%

Total

52

52

0%

258

231

-10%

Table 8 – Working Days Lost

46% (24 of 52) of all accident/injuries (including RIDDOR) did not result in any time being lost from
work in Q4 2018-19. 54% (28 of 52) resulted in 1 - 28+ days lost, of these 21% (6 of 28) were
attributed to body movement/manual handling and 11% (3 of 28) slips, trips and falls.
10% (5 of 52) accident/injuries (including RIDDOR) resulted in 28 days or more being lost from work.
Finally, 21% of events has insufficient information recorded to allow accurate categorisation of time
lost.
Managers to ensure that complete information is recorded within the health and safety
management system in relation to lost working time. TED to highlight body movements’ awareness
within manual handling training.

3.7
3.7.1

WELLBEING
Absence

ABSENCE - NO. OF STAFF
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This graph shows the number of staff absent by quarter and staff group.
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OVERALL ABSENCE PERCENTAGE
Q3 Absence %

6.33%
4.98%

6.18%
5.22%

6.21%
SERVICE
DELIVERY

FLEXI DUTY

0.79%
0.08%
0.25%
0.63%

1.65%
2.10%
1.39%
1.90%

2.80%
2.64%
2.99%
2.89%

3.17%
3.91%
3.31%
3.44%

4.86%

4.61%
4.63%
4.95%
5.34%

Q4 Absence %

8.07%

Q2 Absence %
7.55%

Q1 Absence %

DAY DUTY

CONTROL

SUPPORT
STAFF

RETAINED

VOLUNTEER

The absence percentage for all SFRS staff this quarter is 3.5% which is a slight decrease from Q3
2018-19 figure of 3.56% and from Q3 2017-18 figures of 3.43%. These are the lowest reported
figures for absence since the creation of the SFRS and they have been sustained during 2018-19.
In comparison to Q3 2018/19 this period has seen a slight increase in the overall absence percentage
within all staff groups except Support Staff and RDS which reflect a decrease. The increase in
Control can be attributed to an increase in long term absence cases which are being progressed in
line with policy.
A review of the Managing Attendance Policy has been undertaken and the revised policy is due to
be issued for consultation in Q2. Following this, further development sessions will be scheduled to
brief line managers on the changes in policy and reaffirm key responsibilities.
In addition, a review of absence reports provided by HROD is ongoing. The new format report which
was trialled within the West SDA, will be improved and implemented in the East and North SDAs.
Further work will be undertaken to standardise the attendance management reports being shared at
LSO level with GMs/SMs to ensure that the data is meaningful and appropriate to each management
level.
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3.7.2

Short term absence

NO OF STAFF ON SHORT TERM SICK
Wholetime

Day Duty

Flexi Duty

Control

RDS

Volunteer

800

700

Support
715

639

638

627

600
500
400
283

300

195

200
100

5 5

48

45

2

238

200

156
28 4 52

0

320

280

254

76

60

6

4

90
18

3

0
2018 / 2019 Q1

2018 / 2019 Q2

2018 / 2019 Q3

2018 / 2019 Q4

In comparison to Q3 2018-19, short term absence in Q4 has increased slightly within all staff groups
with the exception of Volunteer staff.
Detailed monthly absence reports are provided to managers to enable deeper analysis of absence
trends and are used to take remedial action in accordance with the Managing Attendance Policy.
Long term absence

NO OF STAFF ON LONG TERM SICK
Wholetime

Day Duty

Flexi Duty

Control

RDS

100

Volunteer

Support

89

90
76

80

81

80

70
60
50
40

46

43

37

32

29

27

30

20

20
10

44

6

10
2 2

3

2

6

8
0

1 4

8
1

3

7

2

0
2018 / 2019 Q1

2018/2019 Q2

2018/2019 Q3

2018/2019 Q4

In comparison to Q3 2018/19 there has been an increase in long term absence within the Control,
Flexi and Volunteer staff groups. Day duty remains the same with Support and RDS groups reflecting
a decrease in long term absence. The HR Business Partners continue to work closely with managers
to monitor and maintain good working practices to assist in reducing absence levels.
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Top Five absence reasons
Short
Term
Musculoskeletal

Respiratory

Surgical

Stomach /
Bowel

Psychological

Other

Total

Control

64

129

16

53

27

148

437

Day Duty

84

154

9

31

38

39

355

Flexi

31

45

0

12

26

14

128

Support

144

374

102

112

201

163

1096

WDS

1447

964

450

316

276

437

3890

RDS

710

487

162

152

99

373

1983

8

0

0

0

0

7

15

2488

2153

739

676

667

1181

7904

Musculoskeletal

Psychological

Surgical

Cardio

Soft Tissue/
Blood

Other

Total

Control

79

103

0

0

0

91

273

Day Duty

45

185

60

123

0

67

480

Flexi

0

58

0

0

0

0

58

Support

0

489

172

0

68

144

873

WDS

761

349

102

70

36

272

1590

RDS

3143

874

632

515

198

638

6000

0

0

0

0

0

36

36

4028

2058

966

708

302

1248

9310

Q4

Volunteer
Total
Long
Term
Q4

Volunteer
Total

This table shows the main reasons for employee absence in terms of working days lost, for both
short and long term absence. Musculoskeletal issues continue to be the main reason for short and
long term absence. Psychological conditions account for a total of 2,058 working days lost in this
quarter, an increase of 1 day since the last quarter.
When psychological issues are raised by employees, individuals are referred to Health & Wellbeing
immediately with follow up action taken as necessary such as signposting to counselling services
(refer to Section 3.7.4).
The ‘other’ category comprises of a variety of absence reasons such as toothaches, mouth disorders,
hearing/eye, neurological and cuts and bruises.
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3.7.3

Fitness

Fitness Assessment Compliance Rate Q4 2018-19
100%

95%
Q4 2017-18

Q1 2018-19

Q2 2018-19

Q3 2018-19

Q4 2018-19

VDS Staff group

RDS Staff Group

Flexi Duty Staff Group

Day Duty Staff Group

RBC Staff Group

All Staff

Compared to the previous reporting period there has been a 2% increase in the Volunteer staff
group, and a 1% increase in both Day Duty and RDS staff groups whilst there has been a 3%
decrease in the Flexi Officer group.
All overdue assessments are planned to be completed during Q1 2019-20. The scheduled
assessment programme will then enable fitness compliance to be maintained at 100%.
A lifestyle survey has been completed across operational staff groups. Outcomes from this survey
highlighted a need to raise awareness on topics including smoking cessation, nutritional knowledge
and behaviours and alcohol consumption. Resources and interventions will be implemented in 201920.
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Medicals

Medical Assessment Compliance Rate Q4 2018-19
100%

95%

90%
Q4 2017-18

Q1 2018-19

Q2 2018-19

Q3 2018-19

Q4 2018-19

VDS Staff group

RDS Staff Group

Flexi Duty Staff Group

Day Duty Staff Group

RBC Staff Group

All Staff

The above graph shows the current medical compliance rate by staff group which has remained at
99% across SFRS. The most significant improvement was in the Flexi Duty staff group, increasing
by 3% from 97% to 100% during the reporting period.
3.4.3

Top three management referrals

Health and Wellbeing received 236 new management referrals during the reporting period. The top
three reasons are detailed below:
1. Musculoskeletal (MSK) injury - 43% (101 of 236)
2. Mental health (including stress) - 32% (75 of 236)
3. Digestive system - 3% (8 of 236)
Of all MSK referrals made in the reporting period 32% (32 of 101) related to skeletal injuries such as
fractures, dislocations and sprains while 68% (69 of 101) related to soft tissue injuries such as muscle
and tendon strains, inflammation and contusions.
15% (15 of 101) of management referrals were a direct result of injuries sustained at work. 87% (13
of 15) of work related injuries were soft tissue injuries (all muscle or tendon strains), whilst 13% (2
of 15) were skeletal injuries. 40% (6 of 15) of work related injuries were sustained during attendance
at operational incidents, 40% (6 of 15) during operational training activities and 20% (3 of 15) during
non-operational activities.
An SFRS movement screen was introduced to routine fitness assessments in Quarter 2 to ensure
that those with movement limitations are identified and supported to reduce musculoskeletal injury
risk.
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Of the new management referrals due to mental health and stress, 32% (24 of 75) were due to work
related stress, 51% (38 of 75) non-work related stress, 14% (11 of 75) were due to a combination of
both work and non-work related stress. In the reporting period 3% (2 of 75) were due to mental
health conditions not classified as stress.
The most common cause of stress in the reporting period was non-work related relationships with
17 cases referred. This was followed by non-work related major life events with 12 cases referred.
The next most common causes were work related relationships and both work and non-work stress
with 11 cases referred in both of these categories.
The below graph shows the stress related causal factors by staff group:

In relation to the referral rates per staff group, the data shows a referral rate per 1000 employees of
11 for operational staff, 15 for operations control staff and 17 for support staff.
Health and Wellbeing continue to closely monitor mental health and stress related referrals to Health
and Wellbeing in order to assist in the identification of underlying causal factors and where relevant,
support both the employee and the line manager in implementing appropriate solutions.
Health and Wellbeing have developed a mental health series of resources which provides
information and guidance relating to a number of common mental health conditions. All resources
are now available on the intranet covering the topics of anxiety, depression and bereavement, bipolar
disorder, early onset alzheimer’s, eating disorders, obsessive compulsive disorders, personality
disorders, phobias, schizophrenia, self-harm, stress and suicidal tendencies.
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1
1.1

Purpose
The purpose of the report is to provide an update on the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
(SFRS) Leadership and Development (L&D) Framework, development and
implementation.

2
2.1

Background
The L&D Framework was approved by Strategic Leadership Team (SLT) on 10 July 2017
and reported to the Staff Governance Committee (SGC) on 7 September 2017 and
subsequently on 6 December 2018.

2.2

The purpose of the L&D Framework is to:
• build capacity and capability in support of the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS)
achievement of current and future priorities and goals;
• enable an integrated approach to the SFRS Succession Plan;
• signpost career progression and create development opportunities with the aim of
developing our internal talent so that whenever vacancies occur there are qualified
candidates ready to be considered for progression; and
• provide our people with opportunities to develop professional technical job specific,
management and leadership and develop generic skills supported by a ‘continuous
learning’/development framework.

3
3.1

Main Report/Detail
In line with our Strategic priorities, SFRS is committed to developing all employees to
realise their potential and improving service delivery by ensuring talent within the SFRS is
identified, developed and promoted into the right roles: Right People, Right Time, Right
Place with the Right Skills. The implementation of the L&D Framework is aligned to the
SFRS Workforce, Resource and Succession Plan.

3.2
3.2.1

Executive Development Centre and Executive Leadership Development Programme
The Executive Development Centre (EDC) ran in April/May 2017 enabling access to the
Executive Leadership Development Programme (ELDP) which was the first of the
Leadership Development Framework Programmes to be launched in line with identified
organisational talent requirements. The 4 successful applicants (2 x Area Managers (AM)
and 2 x Deputy Assistant Chief Officers (DACO) (one temporary and one substantive))
progressed onto and through the ELDP.
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3.2.2

The EDC and ELDP has supported 3 of the 4 delegates to realise further career
advancement and celebrate success including one AM promoted to temporary DACO and
subsequently onto substantive DACO, one temporary DACO substantively promoted to
DACO and one substantive DACO was recently appointed to Assistant Chief Officer
(ACO).

3.2.3

The ELDP programme development as implementation continues as aligned to SFRS
Workforce and Resource Plan as well as the Appraisal and Developmental Processes.
SFRS including support the NFCC Executive Leadership Programme, Leadership
Development Seminars, Flexi Duty Manager Workshops and Events for example. ELDP
review and evaluation has already informed the implementation of the Strategic
Leadership Development Programme and lessons learned will continued to be shared
across the SFRS L&D Framework programme and with partners.

3.3

Strategic Development Centre (DC) and Strategic Leadership Development
Programme (StratLDP)
The Strategic DC ran April/May 2018 with support from SFRS Board Members, internal
and external strategic level assessors. The 14 successful candidates (13 Operational Staff:
one Temporary AM; 8 Group Managers (GM); 2 Temporary GMs; 2 Station Managers (SM)
and one member of Support staff)) progress to the StratLDP.

3.3.1

3.3.2

The StratLDP Launched on 22nd June 2018 and the first StratLDP cohort (2018-19)
programme launched mirroring the ELDP included a range of diverse and varied
development events and activities.

3.3.3

Since the Strategic DC and StratLDP commenced and following an Area Manager process
which was recently concluded, the temporary AM has been made substantive; one GM
has been made a substantive AM; 3 GMs are in the Area Manager holding pool; one SM
is temporarily promoted to GM.

3.3.4

The StratLDP continues to support individual delegates through the implementation of a
broad range of developmental activities including leadership development seminars;
monthly learning highlights; group/peer learning sessions; leadership and learning
videos/webinar; progressing academic qualifications; StratLDP Mentoring Programme;
EQi 360 review follow up sessions and continue to work with partners to collectively
support senior leadership development opportunities. Success measures including a
second EQi 360 review will form part of the evaluative process.

3.4
3.4.1

Middle Manager Leadership Development Programme
Middle Manager Leadership Development Programme (MMLDP) development
commenced in Q1 2018 and the first element, Middle Manager Induction development is
complete. The Middle Manager Induction has adopted the same format as Supervisory
Manager Induction in order to maintain an aspect of continuity. The Middle Manager
Induction programme ran as a pilot in support of the Station Manager National Selection
Process. A total of 60 delegates attended the Middle Manager Induction Programme.

3.4.2

The wider Middle Manager LDP (MMLDP) programme is currently in development and
work is continuing with partners to collaboratively and collectively develop Middle
Manager Leadership Development Programme elements. The MMLDP will be
implemented from late Q1/early Q2 2019-20 (anticipated June/July 2019) supporting
successful candidate from last year’s Station Manager national process and the Group
Manager process running from March 2019 as well as existing Middle Managers from
across the Service.
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3.4.3

The MMLDP runs up to 4 times a year (typically twice across 2 locations) enabling up to
60 middle managers to be developed through the annual delivery plan. The MMLDP
programme development as implementation continues as aligned to SFRS Workforce and
Resource Plan as well as the Appraisal and Developmental Processes.

3.5
3.5.1

Supervisory Leadership Development Programme
The Supervisory Leadership Development Programme (SupLDP) was developed in Q2Q3 2017-18 and implementation focus has included supporting Crew and Watch
Managers, newly promoted through the National Selection Processes as well as those
identified through the Appraisal process. The SupLDP has also been incorporated as one
of the four key work packages within the Service’s Station Standards and Work Routines
Programme being lead by DACO Peter Heath.

3.5.2

The first element of the SupLDP developed and implemented was the Supervisor Manager
Induction. A total of 99 staff have completed the Supervisory Manager Induction
Programme in 2018 and are at various stages of completing the appropriate modules of
the wider programme as aligned to their Personal Development needs.

3.5.3

Development of additional modules to support People and Resource Management as well
as Leadership Development Programme domains are planned for 2019-20 implementation
as defined by the review and evaluation of the SupLDP in September 2018.

3.5.4

The SupLDP programme development as implementation continues as aligned to SFRS
Workforce and Resource Plan as well as the Appraisal and Developmental Processes.

3.6
3.6.1

Supporting Policy Base
The SFRS Further and Higher Education (Qualification) Policy is now implemented and
the draft Recognition of Prior Learning Policy and Procedure is being refined within pilot
work supporting the Trainees work Stream within the TED Review.

4
4.1

Recommendation
The Staff Governance Committee is invited to note the development and implementation
of the Leadership and Development Framework to date.

5
5.1
5.1.1

Key Strategic Implications
Financial
Financial commitment has already been provided in support of implementing the L&D
Framework (SLT Policy 09 April 2018) and implementation is from existing budget.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
Implementing a blended delivery approach to the L&D Framework aims to reduce
environmental impact through anticipated reduction in both travel and the production and
use of paper based training materials.

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
The L&D Framework can be accessed by all SFRS employees and aligns to the Strategic
Priority of Workforce, specifically enabling a high performance working environment, a
culture of continuous learning and the SFRS appraisal process.

5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
No specific Health & Safety implications are anticipated. The continued development and
implementation of the L&D Framework aims to facilitate structured development, likely to
impact positively on employee wellbeing and overall health & safety across the SFRS.
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5.5
5.5.1

Training
The Development Centre and Leadership and Development Framework implementation is
being lead and supported by HROD and TED Functions.

5.6
5.6.1

Timing
Continued development and implementation of the L&D Framework, programmes and
content is aligned to Service priorities and workforce/succession planning needs.

5.7
5.7.1

Performance
Positive contribution on all levels of performance is aimed to be realised through the
continued design, implementation and management of the development centres and
leadership development programmes.

5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
Specific consultation was undertaken in relation to the Higher/Further Education and will
be undertaken for the development of the Recognition of Prior Learning policy base in
support of the Leadership and Development Framework.

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
Legal review of the Further/Higher Education (Qualifications) Policy was completed.

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
DPIA completed - No. Information regarding development centre process and learning and
development activities will be recorded through existing processes and systems.

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
There is a risk that those who are not successful in securing a place on the leadership and
development programmes may become disengaged. The role of line managers in
constructively and realistically supporting individuals through this process is crucial.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
EIA completed - Yes. Review of the Training and Employee Development; and
Development Centre Policy and Procedure Equality and Human Rights Impact
Assessments have been undertaken.

6
6.1

Core Brief
Not applicable.

7
7.1

Appendices/Further Reading
Appendix A: Leadership and Development Framework

7.2

Appendix B: Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework

Prepared by:

Ceri Dodd, Leadership and Skills Development Manager

Sponsored by:

Liz Barnes, Director of People and Organisational Development

Presented by:

Rachael Scott, Deputy Head of HROD

Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
Workforce Development
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Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Report Classification/
Comments

POD HROD Management Team

30 May 2019

For Noting

Staff Governance Committee

6 June 2019

For Noting

Employee Partnership Forum

22 August 2019

For Noting
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1
1.1

Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to provide Staff Governance Committee (SGC) with an
overview of the work being undertaken within the scope of the Recruitment and Selection
(R&S) Project.

2
2.1

Background
The requirement for a full review of R&S practices within SFRS was initially determined
to ensure that policy, process, guidance documents and practices not only comply with
legislation but that they are reflective of the needs of the Service, are user friendly, the
candidate experience is positive and that selection processes are fair, valid and
objective.

2.2
The project also links to the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) Staff Survey
National Action Plan and will take account of comments from the staff survey relating to
selection.
2.3
In addition, as the outcomes of Service Transformation begin to shape the roles the
Service recruit to, it is vital that issues are addressed in respect of how SFRS recruit,
select and retain staff in the future.
2.4
The R&S Project Plan was reviewed by Staff Governance Board on 2 May 2019. The
board requested that a Project Dossier be compiled to set out the key milestones and
provide regular updates on progress and outcomes. The Dossier is currently being
prepared and further updates in this regard will follow in Q2.
3
3.1

Main Report/Detail
The project plan developed is currently being refined. The plan incorporates six key
objectives to support the review of resourcing processes across HROD:
1. Develop and implement a Project Plan that incorporates the activities to support the
review of resourcing processes across HROD and aligns with the 'Balancing the
Workforce Profile Plan' and the 'Staff Survey National Action Plan'.
2. Review/create all policies, procedures and guidance documents that support
attraction and are associated with R&S to ensure compliance with legislation and that
they demonstrate best practice.
3. Review current R&S methods and assessments that support campaigns and
individual posts; develop and implement proposals for revised approach, to include
the on-going review and evaluation of R&S.
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4. Develop training documents and supporting tools for the R&S process for key
stakeholders.
5. Develop and implement communication and engagement tools for the project.
6. Develop proposals to measure performance.
3.2

The Project has interdependencies to other key pieces of work being undertaken within
HROD and to other Directorates and Functions within the Service. Success of the project
will rely on engagement with stakeholders at all levels. Stakeholder engagement will
continue as the project progresses to understand what improvements end-users / staff
want.

3.3

A number of early improvements have already been implemented on the iHub. These
updates were informed through a collaborative work approach with end-users (uniformed
and support staff colleagues) during focus groups, which were facilitated by external
business process consultants.

3.4

This project is pivotal to delivering the agreed actions as laid down in the Staff Survey
National Action Plan.

3.5

It is expected that the Project will conclude in March 2020. A Project Dossier is now being
compiled and quarterly updates will be provided going forward.

3.6

Upon completion the Project will ensure that the Service can demonstrate:
• compliance with legislation and best practice,
• that recruitment practices are consistent, fair and transparent,
• that vacancies are filled more effectively and efficiently, and that the candidate
experience is positive, and
• improved processes for both front end user and functional KPI’s.

4
4.1

Recommendation
Staff Governance Committee are asked to note the detail of this paper and that progress
updates will be provided within the Project Dossier.

5
5.1
5.1.1

Key Strategic Implications
Financial
Costs for the use of external consultants to facilitate focus groups were incorporated
within the ICT business process review costings. It is anticipated that any future costs
associated with the planned actions will be contained within existing budgets.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
N/A

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
Failure to consider the comments from the 2018 staff survey relating to selection to inform
the R&S Project would result in poor staff perception around action being taken on
results.

5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
N/A

5.5
5.5.1

Training
The review includes a review of training materials and there will be a need to create and
deliver R&S training packages across all key stakeholder groups. In the development of
this training consideration will be given to workshops, LCMS and guidance documents.
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5.6
5.6.1

Timing
Short, medium and long term priorities in relation to progressing each of the planned
actions will be considered within the Project Dossier.

5.7
5.7.1

Performance
Policies will continue to be monitored in line with the HROD Policy Forward Planning
Schedule.

5.7.2

The creation of a quality assurance process throughout campaign and business as usual
recruitment may also provide an opportunity for key issues to be identified and a plan of
action to be put in place to resolve.

5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
While the objectives outlined in the plan directly relate to the HROD Function within the
POD Directorate, it is recognised that the success of the project will be dependent on
shareholder engagement and this will be facilitated to ensure that all are aware of their
role in the delivery of Recruitment and Selection.

5.8.2

Quarterly updates on the project will be reported through the POD DMT, EPF, SGB and
SGC.

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
The review will ensure that the R&S policy, procedure, practices and guidance are legally
compliant.

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
Data Protection Impact Assessments will be completed and will accompany the Project
Dossier.

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
Failure to adopt measures that demonstrate an ongoing commitment to fair and
transparent recruitment and selection processes may damage the SFRS’s reputation as
an employer of choice and attract public, media and political scrutiny.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
Equality Impact Assessments will be completed and will accompany the Project Dossier.

6
6.1

Core Brief
Not applicable.

7
7.1

Appendices/Further Reading
Not applicable.

Prepared by:

Jen Kidd, HR Advisor (Resourcing)

Sponsored by:

Geri Thomson, Deputy Head of HROD

Presented by:

Karen Lewis, T/HROD Manager – Governance & Business Support

Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
Strategic Plan 2016-19 – Workforce Development,
HROD Functional Plan and Risk Log 2018/19,
Balancing the Workforce Profile Action Plan,
Staff Survey National Action Plan
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Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Report Classification/
Comments

Staff Governance Board

2 May 2019

For Discussion

Staff Governance Committee

6 June 2019

For Noting

Employee Partnership Forum

17 June 2019

For Noting
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1

Purpose

1.1

The purpose of this report is to provide an update on the implementation of the Firefighter
Modern Apprenticeship (MA) scheme.

2

Background

2.1

The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) was approved by Skills Development
Scotland (SDS) as an Employer Provider on 23 October 2018. Since then work has been
undertaken to develop an SFRS process to meet compliance requirements of the MA
scheme.

3

Main Report

3.1

HROD and Training functions have worked together to develop a process for gathering
evidence which is required for submission of SDS milestone funding claims. Service
Delivery Area (SDA) contacts have been involved in shaping this process. Efforts have
focussed on developing a process which not only meets all of SDS compliance
requirements, but one which integrates into current training provision arrangements in
place within the SFRS.

3.2

All 258 new starts from April 2018, September 2018 and January 2019 intakes had to
complete SDS registration documents, including a training agreement and confirmed
consent. 258 new starts were then registered on the Skills Development Scotland (SDS)
Funding Information and Processing System (FIPS). This system is used to draw funding
contributions at the appropriate milestones. Funding contributions for each new start will
range from £3500 to £5700 depending on demographics, including, age, identified
disability or care experience.

3.3

A Self-Assessment (SA) and Quality Action Plan (QAP) was written and submitted to SDS
in April 2019. As a Skills Development Scotland contracted training provider, the SFRS
are required to engage with this self-assessment process which is designed to have the
SFRS think about the effectiveness of our approach to planning and delivering skills
provision. SDS will review the SA & QAP and undertake on-site visits to discuss the plan.
The SFRS will be required to progress actions identified, monitor, review and re-submit an
action plan each year to SDS.
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3.4

Through discussions with SDS, HROD and Training it has been agreed that from April
2019 completion of the 14-week foundation course (Milestone 1), Red - year one
assessment (Milestone 2) and Amber - year two assessment (Milestone 3), will be agreed
milestones for release of funding contributions. A final ‘outcome payment’ will be released
on achievement of the Green assessment and Certification for the MA.

3.5

Agreed milestones for release of funding contributions for April 2018, September 2018
and January 2019 intakes are as follows. First and second milestone payments for these
intakes will be processed on completion of the Red and Amber assessments. The process
for the first milestone claim for the April 2018 intake has been rolled out and the first
milestone funding claim will be submitted once Red assessments have concluded. The
final funding claim will be submitted on achievement of the Green assessment.

3.6

A MA Provider Contract for 2019-20, with a projected levy value of £399,478, was
approved by Liz Barnes in April 2019. The projected value is based upon two funding
elements:
1. A forecasted number for Firefighter MA new starts in 2019-20, plus;
2. Milestone payments for Firefighter MA’s who started in 2018 and 2019.

4

Recommendation

4.1

It is recommended that the SGC note the progress outlined in this report.

5

Key Strategic Implications

5.1
5.1.1

Financial
Financial considerations have been detailed within previous reports submitted. Financial
considerations in respect to the projected levy are presented in section 3.6.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
No environmental or sustainability implications are anticipated.

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
The implementation of this MA scheme supports the SFRS’s ongoing commitment to
increase the diversity of its workforce to better reflect the communities it serves. The
scheme can be used to help address the significant age profile imbalance within the SFRS,
by promoting the SFRS to young people as an employer who can offer them meaningful
opportunities through a range of careers within the Service.

5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
At this time the MA scheme is aligned to the current Firefighter Training and Development
Programme. Appropriate risk assessment and health and safety arrangements are already
in place, however should any further health and safety implications be identified,
appropriate risk assessments will be carried out.

5.5
5.5.1

Training
SDS will provide training on use of the FIPS system and provide support for compliance
requirements. Guidance for managers/assessors with responsibility for Firefighter trainees
has been developed in partnership with HROD, Training and SDA contacts to ensure this
process aligns with existing training provision arrangements.
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5.6
5.6.1

Timing
The first milestone payments for April 2018 intake are scheduled to be processed on
completion of Red Assessments (e.g. May/June 2019). The first milestone payment for
September 2018 intake are scheduled to be processed October 2019 on completion of
Red Assessments. The first milestone payments for January 2019 intake are scheduled to
be processed in February 2020 on completion of Red Assessments. From April 2019 new
starts milestone payments will be processed on completion of 14-week foundation stage
(M1); on completion of Red Assessment (M2); on completion of Amber Assessment (M3).
A final ‘outcome payment’ will be released on achievement of the Green assessment and
Certification for the MA for all intakes.

5.7
5.7.1

Performance
As noted in section 3.3. a Self-Assessment (SA) and Quality Action Plan (QAP) has been
created and submitted to SDS. The SFRS are required to engage with this selfassessment process to ensure effectiveness of our approach to training provision. It is
anticipated that further work will be required to integrate, embed, further develop
processes and ensure the SFRS can continue to meet compliance requirements
associated with the MA scheme.

5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
Communication has been issued to Trainees and Instructional staff to advise of the
introduction of the MA scheme and request completion of forms where required. Further
communication with line managers and trainees regarding future requirements of the MA
programme will be provided as required. Guidance has been developed in partnership with
Training and SDA contacts to ensure this information is cascaded to those with
responsibility for Trainees.

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
The MA scheme offers further opportunity to promote our provision of a high-quality career
opportunity across the communities it serves. This is in line with requirements set out within
the Equality Act 2010 and Public Sector Equality Duty (PSED) which requires Public
Bodies to have due regard to the need to eliminate discrimination, advance equality of
opportunity and foster good relations (i.e. to act as agents of social change by proactively
advancing social equality and good community relations in the course of their day to day
activities).

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
Consideration has been given to how the requirements of the new GDPR may impact on
the MA scheme and current arrangements remain largely unchanged. Information is
provided to trainees in respect of information sharing between SFRS and SDS who
administer the MA. This includes Privacy Statements.

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
Failure to adopt measures to broaden the age profile of SFRS’s workforce is likely to
significantly increase the risks of a future skills shortage as a significant number of staff
reach retirement age within a relatively narrow time frame. The Service is currently failing
to employ a workforce which is truly representative of the diverse communities we serve
and therein lies a risk of not adequately serving those communities.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
An Equality Impact Assessment for the MA scheme was developed.

6

Core Brief

6.1

Not applicable.
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7

Appendices/Further Reading

7.1

None

Prepared by:

Lorna Harrison, HROD Manager

Sponsored by:

Fiona Munro, Head of HROD

Presented by:

Rachael Scott, Deputy Head of HROD

Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
Strategic Plan 2016-19 – Workforce Development
Links to all four SFRS Values of Safety, Teamwork, Respect and Innovation
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SCOTTISH FIRE AND RESCUE SERVICE
Staff Governance Committee
Report No: C/SGC/16-19
Agenda Item: 12
Report to:

STAFF GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

Meeting Date:

6 JUNE 2019

Report Title:

IMPLEMENTATION OF STANDARD UNIFORMED TERMS & CONDITIONS –
UPDATE
Board/Committee Meetings ONLY
For Reports to be held in Private
Specify rationale below referring to
Board Standing Order 9

Report
For Noting
Classification:
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1
1.1

Purpose
To update the Staff Governance Committee (SGC) on progress on the implementation of
standardised uniformed terms and conditions and the completion of the formal project in
this respect.

1.2

To provide the SGC with a situational analysis regards implementation of phase two of the
harmonised Detached Duty (DD) policy and associated interdependent work streams.

2
2.1

Background
SGC are aware of the achievement of a collective agreement (CA) on the standardisation
of Uniformed terms and conditions (T&Cs) between Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
(SFRS) and the representative bodies in April 2018.

2.2

The implementation of the agreed terms required SFRS to address a broad range of
requirements as part of a detailed implementation process, phased from June 2018 to
January 2019. These included:
• Policy/Guidance development, consultation and implementation;
• iTrent configuration, and the introduction of associated administrative processes;
• Contractual variations and employee/manager communications;
• Pay adjustments and Pay Protection arrangements; and
• Administration of a TOIL buy back process.

2.3

These requirements have all been completed within the timescales outlined within the CA
to support the transition to the standard T&Cs. Due to protracted discussions with the
representative bodies on Day Duty Working Hours prior to approval of this policy, the main
provisions of this were introduced as of 4 February 2019 rather than 1 January through
agreement.

2.4

A closing report for the Standardisation of Uniformed T&Cs Project was submitted to the
Project Office Board in April 2019 and the Transformation & Major Projects Committee
(TMPC) in May 2019. The closure of this project has been agreed by TMPC, subject to
SGC noting the one outstanding area which remains to be addressed and the timescales
associated with concluding this.

2.5

This outstanding issue relates to the introduction of revised DD zones as phase 2 of DD
Policy implementation, which is covered within section 3 of this report.
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2.6

Additionally, SGC are asked to note that reviews of the Transfer provisions, the Time off
in lieu (TOIL) provisions and the Detached Duty provisions at 6 and 12 months form part
of the CA. Further details are outlined at section 3.2.

3
3.1
3.1.1

Main Report/Detail
Detached Duties
Under the terms of the CA, SFRS developed a new DD policy. There are a range of
benefits to the new DD policy, in particular improved resilience, by enabling uniformed staff
to be detached across Local Senior Officer and Service Delivery Area boundaries,
assisting in balancing the workforce when acute deficiencies arise.

3.1.2

There were challenges to implementing the newly agreed DD zones, as the current
wholetime availability system Kronos required several enhancements to facilitate full
implementation of the policy. SFRS have explored alternative methodologies to implement
phase two of the DD policy. However the Common Duty System (CDS) is reliant on Kronos
to manage wholetime uniformed availability, with DD changes impacting significantly on a
number of processes used to maintain availability.

3.1.3

It was previously agreed by Strategic Leadership Team (SLT) and the representative
bodies that the DD policy would therefore be implemented in two phases to enable Kronos
enhancements to be delivered prior to implementing new DD zones;
Stage one; October 2018
• Implement standardised DD arrangements including remuneration package and kit
movement elements supported by the new SFRS DD Policy as per the collectively
agreed terms; and
Stage two; March 2019
• Implement a DD configuration that enables freedom of movement to provide resilience
within the CDS availability processes (within the collectively agreed limits of within the
employee’s LSO area and to any other additional station within a reasonable additional
travel time of not more than 40 minutes).

3.1.4

In the period between October 2018 and March 2019 it was planned to scope out Kronos
enhancements, procure, develop and test systems as well as publish guidance to enable
a fully harmonised DD process to be implemented. Significantly, regarding the deployment
of phase two of the DD policy, is that the development work to Kronos has been delayed.

3.1.5

HR:OD researched with stakeholders regarding how previous projects engaged with the
external ICT company which manages Kronos. Feedback from the CDS project signalled
that enhancements to the Kronos system had to be carefully and meticulously managed.
As enhancements previously made for the CDS project were not fully delivered, resulting
in a sustained impact on management of operational availability and management effort
required on availably matters.

3.1.6

Kronos development required for implementation of the DD policy phase two demands
strict governance and engagement with a number of key stakeholders to ensure
enhancements and specifications are successfully implemented. The following are the
main work streams of this project:
• Several Workshops have been facilitated with Service Delivery as well as engagement
with the representative bodies, to confirm the new DD configuration (Appendix A),
operational impact, ICT specification and development of staff guidance on changes;
• ICT have provided Business Analyst support to capture and document SFRS
requirements and specifications;
• SFRS and Kronos agreement of detailed coding changes; and
• Engagement with ICT and procurement on availability of budget and capacity to raise
purchase orders.
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3.1.7

The main factors in delaying progress has been the development of a specification for
enhancements between SFRS and Kronos as well as obtaining development time from
Kronos.

3.1.8

HROD have committed a senior manager to oversee the remainder of this project, with
significant effort provided by the Staffing Team under Response and Resilience. Weekly
engagement sessions with Kronos management and development teams have been
established to maintain focus and momentum. High level design and detailed coding
changes have now been agreed between SFRS and Kronos. An estimation of cost and
development time has been committed to by Kronos with an SFRS purchase order in
progress with development due to commence in June 2019.

3.1.9

Appendix B, provides an amended timeline to SGC on the estimated completion of key
activities to successfully implement phase two of the DD policy.

3.1.10

There remains a risk of slippage due to reliance on a third party ICT company, however
this is minimised by the level of scrutiny now being applied to this project.

3.2
3.2.1

Review of Key Terms
The interim review of standard Transfer arrangements was carried out in late 2018
(following implementation in June 2018) and the terms and outcomes of this were
discussed with the representative bodies in January 2019. These focused on the term
‘reasonableness’ in relation to distance of management transfers. Both the TUs and
management indicated through consultation that there were no specific issues to note, with
the key points being:
• During the period of review (01/06/18 – 08/11/18) there were 295 transfers of
uniformed employees.
• Of these, only 40 involved transfers between antecedent Service areas.
• Of these 36 were voluntary, i.e. they were requested by the employee.
• 4 were listed as “managerial” i.e. they were initiated by management. Further analysis
revealed that in practice these transfers primarily involved managerial roles, and were
agreed between the employee and manager.
• No employee utilised the provision within the Transfer policy to request that a
managerial transfer be reconsidered due to the impact on their personal lives.

3.2.2

The reviews of TOIL and DD are now underway and consultation is being undertaken with
HoF/DACOs and the representative bodies in respect of these aspects. Reporting on the
outcomes of these reviews will be provided through the Staff Governance Board and/or
Staff Governance Committee as appropriate.

4
4.1

Recommendation
It is recommended that SGC note the completion of the standardisation of Uniformed
T&C’s implementation process and the formal closure of this Project. Additionally, SGC
are asked to note the reasons for the delay in implementation of phase two of the Detached
Duty Policy and the revised DD zones and timeline as presented in Appendices A and B.

4.2

SGC are also asked to note the progress in relation to the reviews of TOIL and Detached
Duties. SGC are also asked to note the outcomes of the interim review of Transfers, and
the conclusion that the revised transfer provisions have had no negative impacts on
employees or employee relations.
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5
5.1
5.1.1

Key Strategic Implications
Financial
SLT previously approved an estimated budget of £38k for Kronos enhancements.
Following inspection of SFRS specifications the project team have adjusted this to £25k.
ICT have confirmed the availability of budget for 2019/20.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
Effective management of availability will ensure more efficient SFRS and staff vehicle
journeys.

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
This is a significant positive change to staff deployment which will present staff with
alternative cultures and attitudes, assisting with the SFRS transformational journey.

5.3.2

Any proposed changes arising from the reviews of TOIL and Detached duties will be
subject to consultation and be submitted for governance oversight and approval as
appropriate.

5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
Key stakeholder workshops have been facilitated to consider operational impacts from DD
changes.

5.5
5.5.1

Training
Stakeholder workshops have considered and commenced local familiarisation training to
ensure firefighter safety matters in regards new DD stations.

5.6
5.6.1

Timing
Implementation of phase two of the DD policy is a key step to improving operational
resilience. It is crucial that lessons are learned from previous projects with the policy only
fully implemented when interdependent work streams are ready.

5.6.2

Extended discussions with the representative body during the policy development process
on TOIL and Detached Duties resulted in a number of changes being made during the first
six months of the revised TOIL provisions and delayed the introduction of the revised
Detached Duty zones as outlined in this paper. As such it was felt a further period was
required prior to review to allow these revised arrangements to stabilise and embed,
therefore it was agreed that the interim review of both TOIL and Detached Duties would
be postponed until April/May 2019 and is now currently being carried out. The Transfer
arrangements will be reviewed again in July 2019 (i.e. at 12 months post implementation).

5.7
5.7.1

Performance
Performance against outcomes will be measured against the timelines within Appendix B
for DD.

5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
A number of stakeholder groups including the FBU have been engaged on the DD project.
HR:OD provided an employee update on DD implementation on 6 December 2019, it is
recommended that a further communication is promulgated with key milestones from the
timeline (Appendix B).

5.8.2

Any changes arising from the Reviews of Detached Duty, TOIL or Transfer arrangements
will be consulted on and communicated to employees as appropriate.
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5.9
5.9.1

Legal
Effective management of the CDS system and implementation of the full DD policy directly
impacts on the SFRS core purpose of response.

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
Data Protection Impact Assessments will be reviewed in line with any changes.

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
Effective management of the CDS system directly impacts on Corporate Risk 1.1; Failure
to respond to an incident.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
Equality Impact Assessments have been carried for the standardisation of T&Cs project
and in the development of associated policies and procedures. These will be reviewed as
appropriate to take account of any considerations arising from the reviews of key terms
outlined within the report.

6
6.1

Core Brief
Not applicable.

7
7.1

Appendices/Further Reading
Appendix A – Detached Duty Zones

7.2

Appendix B – Detached Duty implementation timeline (reviewed)

Prepared by:

Rachael Scott, Deputy Head of HR:OD / Jason Sharp, Area Manager HR:OD

Sponsored by:

Fiona Munro, Head of HR:OD

Presented by:

Jason Sharp, Area Manager HR:OD

Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
Strategic Plan 2016-19; the core purpose of response is negatively impacted upon with availability
and resilience matters.
Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Report Classification/
Comments

Staff Governance Board

2 May 2019

For noting

Staff Governance Committee

6 June 2019

For noting
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APPENDIX A
Detached Duty Zones
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APPENDIX B
Detached Duty (DD) Policy timeline (reviewed)

Detached Duty (DD) Policy Implementation

Timescales

Milestones

March

Develop Kronos System Specification
Develop DD process for users
Procurement Process
User acceptance testing of Kronos System Changes including initial acceptance testing
Rectify any bugs to system and re-test
Full User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
Training of staff – Staffing Teams and Service Delivery Area (SDA)
Review and update of staffing team processes to support Go Live
Kronos Guidance publishing
Amend, publish and communicate final DD Policy
Go live
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April

May

June

July

Scottish Fire and Rescue Service
Strategic Risk Register - Staff Governance
March 2019

Report No. C/SGC/12-19
Agenda Item 13

Link to Core Business Planning Documents

Annual Operating Plan

CR2.1

Governance and Scrutiny Arrangements
Actions
Required

Risk Ref. No.

WD10 / WD11 / WD12

Date Identified

Last Reviewed
Date

Risk Appetite
Category

Risk Description

Consequence of Risk

Previous
Risk Rating
Committee Level

Y

20 Feb 17

March 2019

Legal and
Regulatory
Compliance

Current Risk Assessment

Control Measures In Place

Directorate Plan

Executive Board Level

Probability

Impact

Risk
Rating

Risk Appetite
Impact Assessment

Risk Movement

Responsible Officer

Strategic Risk 1 - Failure to minimise Communities' exposure to risk and harm

3

4

12

12

SLT

Strategic Risk 2 - Failure to Protect the Health, Safety and Wellbeing of Firefighters and other employees

3

4

12

12

SLT

Completed gap analysis
Increased risk of serious injury or death, general impact
Management arrangements development programme
upon the health, safety and wellbeing of staff, impact upon
Failure to develop HSW management arrangements
Business partner Health and Safety Improvement Plan
the safety of communities, impact upon key performance
necessary to enhance the safety culture with the aim
Health and Sfety Engagament protocol
indicators, negative internal and external scrutiny,
of protecting and enhancing the health, safety and
Development of an in-house Health and Safety Management Information System
prosecution under H&S legislation, unnecessary costs,
Development of a corporate resiliencee and wellbeing strategy
wellbeing of staff
impact on reputation and staff morale, impact on service
Structural proposals being discussed with management
delivery

Staff Governance Committee

National Health and Safety Board

3

3

9

9

Head of HSW

Staff Governance Committee

Staff Governance Board

3

3

9

9

Head of TED

Collation of 2019/20 TNA complete with a LSO TNA Engagement Forum Event also completed Staff Governance Committee
with training allocation for LSO areas finalised.

Staff Governance Board

4

4

16

16

Head of TED

Strategic Risk 3 - Failure to deliver Service Transformation

3

4

12

12

SLT

Strategic Risk 4 - Failure to ensure Financial Sustainability

3

4

12

12

SLT

Strategic Risk 5 - Failure to ensure Legal Compliance is maintained

3

4

12

12

SLT

Staff Governance Board

2

2

4

4

Head of HR-OD

National Health and Safety Board

4

4

16

16

Head of HSW

3

4

12

12

SLT

Development and implemented of a robust Performance Management Framework which
identified outcomes and areas for improvement, which is reported to the SLT
FDM TfOC was implemented April 2018, this builds on the introduction of the FF and
Supervisory TfOC. Designing and implementing an operational competence framework is
about ensuring that operational station and control based firefighters and managers across all
duty systems have the right skills to deliver public safety by applying recognized operational
procedures and complying with appropriate health and safety legislation.

CR2.2

WD2 WD4 / WD5

Y

20 Feb 17

March 2019

Legal &
Regulatory
Compliance

Failure to develop and embed core competence
standards and operational skills standards
consistently across the Service

Impact upon the health, safety and wellbeing of staff,
impact upon the safety of communities, impact upon key
performance indicators, negative internal and external
scrutiny

TED continue to progress and complete actions allocated to the Function from a number of
actiona plans including, Operational Assurance, Health & Safety, Internal Audit, HMFSI and
CFBT Action Group. All of these actions when completed ultimately improves firefighter safety
and enhance core competencies.
TED Quality Assurance Strategy has been implemented to ensure a consistent approach to
training in terms of compliance with training standards at LSO and station level.
TED Training Review completed and final report to be submitted to SLT by the end of Q4 to
seek direction and approval of recommendations.

Failure to deliver on Service Redesign implementation
could result in political / reputational or financial risk to
Directorate and Service.

CR2.6

WD2 / WD3 / WD4

Y

Oct-17

March 2019

Legal /
Regulatory

CR5.2

WD9

Y

20 Feb 17

March 2019

Legal and
Regulatory
Compliance

CR5.3

WD12

Y

20 Feb 17

March 2019

Legal and
Regulatory
Compliance

Failure to meet the Service demand in relation to
training within the current capacity and resources
available to TED

Failure to ensure compliance with relevant
Employment legislation

Failure to ensure compliance with Health, Safety
and Welfare Legislation

TED have refined the TNA and LNA process with the aim of improving the services ability to
preplan and prioritise the organisation training requirementsfor 2019/20.

Adverse scrutiny whether internal or external.
Potential impact upon core training programme to
accommodate other training needs. Impact upon learning
path for staff.

Unable to demonstrate our commitment to being an
Employer of Choice, inability to attract and retain staff,
potential litigation and ET awards or penalty incurred,
negative impact upon reputation of Service, adverse
external scrutiny

TED Training Review completed and final report to be submitted to SLT by the end of Q4 to
seek direction and approval of recommendations.

Key people policies have been implemented to represent the SFRS from antecedent services
in line with current legislation and good practice. Evolving case law is regularly monitored and
Staff Governance Committee
policies will be adjusted as required. Standardised and harmonised T&Cs will also remove
risk of equal pay claims related to differences in T&Cs across SFRS.

Directorate/SDA Improvement Plans
Health and Safety partner engagement
Exposure to employee safety, potential impact upon safety Quarterly reports monitoring progress of action plans
of communities, potential fine or penalty imposed on
Annual reports
Service
Clinical governance gap anlysis
Health and safety audit prgramme

Staff Governance Committee

Strategic Risk 6 - Failure to have in place a suitably skilled, engaged and flexible workforce, ensuring capacity, to deliver service priorities

CR6.1

WD7

Y

20 Feb 17

March 2019

Financial

Failure to maintain harmonious employee relations
within established collective bargaining
arrangements

Impact upon staff morale and service provision, impact
upon Service resilience

There is an agreed Working Together Framework with an associated action plan live and
under regular review with regular updates via Staff Governance Committee and Employee
Partnership Forum to ensure priniciples are embedded. Positive working is promoted in all
union meetings. The recent standardisation of uniformed terms and conditions in June 2018
has reduced the risk rating from 16 to 12.

Staff Governance Committee

Staff Governance Board

3

4

12

12

Head of HR-OD

CR6.2

WD8

Y

20 Feb 17

March 2019

Reputational

Failure to develop and maintain a postive/
transparent working culture and climate that is
aligned with SFRS Values

Impact upon staff morale and service provision, impact
upon Service resilience, impact upon the health, safety
and wellbeing of staff, adverse internal and external
scrutiny, potential litigation and ET awards or penalty
incurred, negative impact upon reputation of Service.

Cultural audit in 2014 was undertaken with an action plan in place. The SFRS staff survey will
be live between 17 September and 28 October 2018, with collation of results scheduled for
November and feedback to Board, SLT, SMT and SGC due in December. A corporate
Staff Governance Committee
communication will be sent to all staff in January with broader staff engagement taking place
between January and March 2019.

Staff Governance Board

3

3

9

9

Head of HR-OD

CR6.3

WD5 / WD6

Y

20 Feb 17

March 2019

Reputational

Failure to develop and deliver a Workforce and
Resourcing Plan in support of the SFRS strategic
plan, financial strategy and service transformation
programme.

Inability to achieve service priorities, lost investment/
rationalisation opportunities, project/ programme failure,
impact upon morale and the health, safety and wellbeing of
staff, future service resilience impact, impact upon Service
Redesign

The workforce plan 2018-21 is due for approval. It sets out the SFRS's approach to workforce
planning and forecasting, resourcing/campaign planning, links to talent management and
succession planning. Executive and Strategic Development Centres and Programmes are in
place and currently running over a 2 year period, with middle manager development centres
and programmes planned to take place during 2019.

Staff Governance Committee

Staff Governance Board

2

3

6

6

Head of HR-OD

Reputational

The Service’s senior management structure has
undergone significant change over 2018/19 with
further appointments to be made during 2019/20.
There is a risk that these changes could impact
upon the capability and capacity of the senior
workforce.

Staff Governance Committee

Staff Governance Board

2

3

6

New

3

4

12

12

SLT

2

4

8

8

Head of HR-OD

2

3

6

6

SLT

Impact upon strategic and operational performance

CR6.4

WD5

Y

Mar-19

March 2019

Impact on strategic decision making
Potential negative external perception of the organisation
and impact upon reputation
Impact upon the level of knowledge and experience
retained within Service

Appointment of new Chief Officer with 26 years of Fire Service experience to lead SFRS in
delivering a transformed Service
Senior appointments to Depute chief Officer and Director of POD from within the Service,
retaining existing knowledge and experience

Strategic Risk 7 - Failure to maintain effective systems of control

CR7.3

GSR9

Y

20 Feb 17

March 2019

Operational

Failure to prevent insider threats to the organisation

Service interruption, negative publicity and scrutiny,
financial fine and penalties

Strategic Risk 8 - Failure to maintain confidence in the Service

New

Director of POD

Established frameworks to maintain the right development paths and opportunities for senior
managers to minimise any gaps in skills or knowledge

Paper containing the Insider Threat action plan will progress through SLT during Q2 18/19
and highlight the ongoing work and requirements across the SFRS to mitigate the risk of
insider threat.

Staff Governance Committee Staff Governance Board

RISK ASSESSMENT
Impact

1

2

3

4

5

Probability
5
4
3
2
1

Political

Operational

Financial

Legal& Regulatory Compliance

Reputational/Stakeholder Confidence

Effective Strategic Decision making, full
engagement by Board and SLT and
meeting in full the expectation of
No negative impact on our ability to deliver the service.
Scottish Government and Local
Communities

no impact on our ability to deliver a balanced budget no adverse reputational damage to the service

Minor reduction in Board engagement,
minimal impact upon achievement of There will be a very minimal impact on our ability to deliver
strategic objectives and no adverse
the service.
comment from SG

our ability to deliver a balanced budget will be
realised with minimal adjustments

Question raised over effectiveness of
strategic decision making, noticeable
impact upon service delivery, critisim
by external bodies, partners and sG

There will be a reduction in the ability for us to deliver our
services and there may be minor service disruption.

Limited damage to reputation.
Prolonged adverse media attention. Critcism of
action required to ensure delivery of a balanced
Extended negative local press interest. Some
our service as a result of srutiny by external
budget. Potential adverse impact on service delivery.
regional public/political concern.
bodies. Potential legal action.

Service disruption for an extended period. Major
consequences.

insufficient finances available to support service
delivery

Inneffective governance arrangements
Loss of credibility and confidence in the
identified resulting in Government intervention service. National negative press interest.
in the management of the service.
Significant public/political concern.

Failure to deliver our services

failure to live within our means

failure of the service

Ineffective Board engagement,
challenge over strategic decision
making of SFRS, failure to delvier
against agreed priorities and SG
critisism and threat of intervention
Failure to deliver against SG prorities,
failure of Board and SLT to engage,
intervention by SG and external
monitoring bodies

5
4
3
2
1
1

10
8
6
4
2
2

15
12
9
6
3
3
IMPACT

Rumours, with potential for local
public/political concern

Potential unexpected external scrutiny of our
Some negative Local press interest or Local
activities due to non compliance. Some adverse
public/political concern.
media attention received.

Full Public Inquiry. International negative press
interest. Major public/political concern.

20
16
12
8
4
4

25
20
15
10
5
5

Criteria for Evaluating Risk
Probability
1

Description

Numerical Value

1 in 20,000

Very Low – Where an occurrence is improbable or very unlikely

2

Low - Where an occurrence is possible but the balance of probability is against

3

Medium- where it is likely or probable that an incident will occur

4

High- where it is highly probable that an incident will occur

5

Very High- where it is certain that an event will occur

1 in 2,000
1 in 200
1 in 20
1 in 2

Plain English
Never happended and doubt it will
Has happended before but unlikely
Will probably happen at some point in the future
Has happended in recent past and will probably happen
again
It's already happening and will continue to do so

Appendix D
RISK APPETITE
Impact

Political

Averse (1)

Minimal tolerance for taking any
decisions or actions that could result in
increased parliamentary scrutiny or
criticism of the Service

Operational

Financial

Legal & Regulatory Compliance

Reputational/Stakeholder Confidence

Defensive approach - aim to maintain or protect existing ways
of working, rather than to create or innovate. Priority for tight
The key objective is to operate in line with the
Minimal tolerance for any decisions that could
management controls and oversight with limited devolved
Avoid anything which could be challenged, even
agreed budget profile. Only willing to accept the low
lead to increased scrutiny or criticism of the
decision making authority. Resources withdrawn for all nonunsuccessfully
cost option
Service
essential activities. General avoidance of system/technology
developments

Only tolerant of making decisions that
contradict or challenge national or
Innovations are always avoided unless essential. Decision
local governments where there is no
making authority held by the SLT. Resources allocated to core
chance of significant repercussions for business. Only essential systems/technology developments
the Service

Only prepared to accept the potential for very
limited variance in budget lines. Minimising cost is
the primary concern

Cautious (3)

Only tolerant of making statements or
taking decisions that impact on the
political arena where the Service has
the support of key political
stakeholders

Tendency to stick to the status quo. Innovations generally
avoided unless necessary. Decision making authority generally
held by SLT. Resources are generally allocated to core
business. Systems/technology developments limited to those
which are essential, unless low risk

Prepared to accept the potential for some variance in
budget lines and the potential for some minor
Limited tolerance for sticking our neck out.
underspend/overspend. Value for money is the
Want to be reasonably sure the Service would
primary concern, with an emphasis on quality as well win any challenge.
as price

Only tolerant of risk taking where there is
limited chance of significant repercussions for
the Service

Open (4)

Appetite to take decisions which may
expose the Service to additional
parliamentary or political scrutiny, but
only where appripriate steps have
been taken to minimise any exposure

Innovation supported as long as there is a commensurate
improvement in management control. Responsibility for noncritical decisions may be devolved. Resources are allocated to
capitalise on potential opportunities, not just to deliver our
current practises. Systems/techology developments
considered where these will enable delivery.

Prepared to take some financial risk by investing in
new projects or activities ( recognising that this could
Challenge will be problematic but the Service is
result in overspend / underspend ) as long as
likely to win it. The gain will outweigh the
appropriate controls are in place. In assessing value
adverse consequences.
for money, quality considerations are weighted more
than price

Appetite to take any decisions which may
expose the Service to additional scrutiny, but
only where appropriate steps have been taken
to minimise any exposure

Appetite to take decisions which are
likely to expose the Service to
additional political, media and
parliamentary scrutiny where the
potential benefits to the Service
outweigh the risks

Innovation pursued, desire to break the mould and challenge
working practices. High levels of devolved authority,
Prepared to take financial risks by investing for the
management by trust rather than tight control. Resources are
best possible reward, accepting that this brings the
allocated to areas of work where there are guarantees of
possibility of underspend/overspend.
success - investment capital type approach. New technologies
viewed as a key enabler of operational delivery.

Minimalist (2)

Risk Seeking (5)

(Red highlighted Section indicates the risk appetite level determined by the Board and SLT)

Only tolerant of risk taking where there is no
Want to be very sure the Service would win any
chance of significant repercussions for the
challenge
Service

Chances of losing are high and consequences
serious. But a win would be seen as a great
coup.

Appetite to take decisions which are likely to
expose the Service to additional scrutiny, if the
potential benefits outweigh the risks
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1
1.1

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to provide Staff Governance Committee (SGC) with an update
regarding ongoing work in relation to HROD policies and procedures.

2
2.1

Background
The HROD function is responsible for the implementation, review and quality assurance of
a wide range of people management policies and procedures for the Scottish Fire and
Rescue Service (SFRS). The report is the next in a series of regular updates in this regard.

3
3.1

Main Report/Detail
Attached as Appendix A is the HROD Policy Forward Planning Schedule, as at 20 May
2019. The HROD Policy Forward Planning Schedule remains under regular review, due to
the work on the harmonisation of uniformed terms and conditions of employment and also
for any revised priority work arising from transformation or legislative changes.

3.2

The revised SFRS Appraisal Policy is now live on the iHub, effective from 1 April 2019.

3.3.

The Special Leave Policy is currently on hold pending clarification from legal on the
definition of “detriment” in the context that no employee will suffer detriment as a result of
jury service.

3.4

The SFRS Recall to Duty Policy has been approved by Staff Governance Board. The
policy will go live on the iHub in due course, following receipt of clarification from R&R
colleagues on the arrangements that are to apply for island working. In support of this
policy, it is important that personal contact details for all employees are recorded.
Consequently, all employees have been asked to check and ensure that their personal
details (specifically contact telephone numbers) are up to date using the Employee Self
Service Function available on the iHub.

4
4.1

Recommendation
Staff Governance Committee are asked to note the information included in this paper.
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5
5.1
5.1.1

Key Strategic Implications
Financial
Where a policy has financial implications for the SFRS, financial information is collated and
presented to all relevant parties prior to approval and implementation.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
There are no implications that require to be noted.

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
Employee implications are detailed within each separate policy.

5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
Where applicable, matters relating to health and safety are clearly outlined within each
separate policy.

5.5
5.5.1

Training
Briefing sessions take place with Managers and HR Business Partners where required.

5.6
5.6.1

Timing
All policies follow a review schedule in line with the HROD Quality Management System
and once approval is reached, the policies are live on the SFRS iHub.

5.7
5.7.1

Performance
All policies partake in a quality assurance process to ensure compliance. Where
applicable, SFRS performance relating to matters of policy will be measured and reported.

5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
HROD has a governance process in place, which involves consultation with the relevant
Trade Unions, Service Delivery Area colleagues and HR practitioners during the review
process.

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
All policies comply with employment legislation, are responsive to case law and aim to
follow best practice.

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
A DPIA is not required. In relation to GDPR, all policies and procedures which involve
personal data, will have a Privacy Risk Assessment (PIA) completed and these will be
available on the SFRS iHub.

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
There are no implications that require to be noted.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
An EIA is not required. Each policy has its’ own Equality Impact Assessment and these are
available on the SFRS iHub.

6
6.1

Core Brief
Not applicable.

7
7.1

Appendices/Further Reading
Appendix A – HROD Policy Forward Planning Schedule
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Prepared by:

Karen Lewis, T/HROD Manager – Governance and Business Support

Sponsored by:

Geri Thomson, Deputy Head HROD

Presented by:
Karen Lewis, T/HROD Manager – Governance and Business Support
Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
Supports Workforce Development as a key Strategic Priority – Employer of Choice.
Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Employee Partnership Forum

23 May 2019

Report Classification/
Comments
For Noting

Staff Governance Committee

6 June 2019

For Noting

Staff Governance Board

1 August 2019

For Noting
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APPENDIX A
HROD POLICY FORWARD PLANNING SCHEDULE
KEY;
PRIORITY POLICY
POLICY OUT FOR FIRST CONSULTATION
POLICY OUT FOR FINAL CONSULTATION
POLICY AWAITING FINAL ISSUE

HR/OD POLICY

Approx. DATE FOR
IMPLEMENTATION

DATE POLICY
DUE FOR
CONSULTATION

GOVERNANCE ROUTE

Apr-19

Mar-19

SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting

Apr-19

Mar-19

SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting

NEW POLICIES 2018
1

Recall to Duty (Uniformed) Policy

FOR REVIEW 2018
1

Special Leave

NEW POLICIES 2019
1

Dual Contracts Policy

2019

tbc

2

Menopause Policy

2019

May

3

Substance Misuse Policy

2019

May

4

Volunteer Policy

2019

May

2019

tbc

Apr-19

tbc

Guide to Uniformed Terms and
Conditions
RDS Annual Leave/Public Holiday
Policy

5
6
7

RDS Payment for Work Activities

Apr-19

tbc

8

Secondary Employment (includes
inscope driving)

2019

tbc

9

Neurodiversity

2019

Jun-19

SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGC to approve,
SGB/SLT/EPF/Full Board
for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting

POLICIES UNDER REVIEW 2019
1

Time off for Trade Union Duties

Apr-19

Jan-19

2

Recruitment and Selection

Sep-19

Jun-19

3

Employment and Criminal
Convictions

2019

Apr-19

4

Maternity, Paternity, Adoption and
Parental Leave

2019

Apr-19

5

Shared Parental Leave

2019

Apr-19

6

Detached Duty Policy

2019

Mar-19

7

Travel and Subsistence

2019

Jun-19

8

Managing Attendance Policy and
Handbook

2019

Jun-19

9

Relocation

2019

tbc

10

Redeployment

2019

tbc
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11

Flexible Working

2019

tbc

12

Flexi Time (Day Duty only) Policy

2019

Jun-19

13

Capability

2019

Jun-19

14

Reservists

2019

Jun-19

15

Pay Protection (Support Staff)

2019

Jul-19

16

No Smoking

2019

Jul-19

17

Market Allowance Policy

2019

Aug-19

18

Consultation and Negotiation

2019

Aug-19

19

Working Together Framework

2019

Sep-19

20

Secondment

2019

Sept

21

Career Break

2019

Oct-19

22

Discretionary Policy - LGPS

Mar-19

Oct-19

23

Death in Service

2019

Nov-19

24

Working Hours (Day Duty) Policy

Completed 2018

Dec-19

25

TOIL (Uniformed) Policy

2019

Dec-19

2019

Dec-19

Transfer of Uniformed Employees
Policy (Interim Policy) (previously
Mobility Policy)
27
Transfer Request Policy
POLICIES UNDER REVIEW 2020
26

SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB/SGC to approve,
SLT/EPF/Full Board for
noting
SGB/SGC to approve,
SLT/EPF/Full Board for
noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGC to approve,
SGB/SLT/EPF/Full Board
for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting

tbc

1

Job Evaluation

2018

Jan-20

2

Flexible Hours Scheme (Support
Staff)

2018

Jan-20

3

Grievance

2017

Dec-20

4

Voluntary Severance and Early
Retirement

2017

Dec-20

5

Quality Policy

2018

Jan-20

6

Purchase of Additional Annual
Leave

2018

Oct-20

7

CPD Policy

2018

Jul-20

8

ARA Policy

2018

Jul-20

9

Overtime Policy

2018

Jul-20

2018

2019

SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting

POLICIES UNDER REVIEW 2021
1

Discipline Policy and Guidance
Documents
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2

Dignity and Integrity at Work Policy
and Handbook

Nov-18

2019

3

Attendance during adverse weather

2018

Mar-21

4

Whistleblowing

2018

Mar-21

5

Temporary Promotions Procedure

2018

Jun-21

6

Code of Conduct

2018

Oct-21

7

Induction Procedure

2019

Mar-21

SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB/SGC/EPF for noting
SGB to approve,
SLT/SGC/EPF for noting

FUTURE REVIEW PERIODS VIA QMS
1

Firefighter Modern Apprenticeship
Framework

2018

2

Development Centre

2018

3

Retirement & Re-engagement
(Uniformed)

Feb-19

4

ID Cards Policy and Procedure

Mar-19

5

Exit Interviews Policy & Procedure

Mar-19

6

Appraisal Policy and Procedures

Apr-19
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1
1.1

Purpose
The purpose of this report is to present the Staff Governance Committee (SGC) and
Remuneration, Appointments and Nominations Sub-Committee (RANSC) Annual Value
Added Statement 2018/19, outlining evidence of how the Committee supports the effective
functioning of the Board.

2
2.1

Background
The Annual Value Added Statement was introduced to support the Board’s overall
approach to reviewing the effectiveness of its Committee operating structure and further
to this feeds into the Annual Governance Statement.

3
3.1

Main Report/Detail
A paper outlining the arrangements for reviewing the effectiveness of the Board and its
Committees was approved at its meeting on 28 June 2018. This Value Added Statement
will be appended to the subsequent paper which reports to the Integrated Governance
Committee and Board on these arrangements as supporting evidence.

4
4.1

Recommendation
The Committee is requested to note the contents of the Annual Value Added Statement
2018/19 as set out in Appendix A and provide feedback as necessary.

5
5.1
5.1.1

Key Strategic Implications
Financial
The SGC supported the work of the RANSC to lead negotiations on behalf of the employer
for the harmonisation of uniformed staff terms and conditions, both whole-time and
retained duty, and in respect of uniformed and support staff pay claims.

5.2
5.2.1

Environmental & Sustainability
Not applicable.

5.3
5.3.1

Workforce
The SGC and RANSC review matters that relate specifically to the SFRS workforce.

StaffGovernanceCommittee/Report/
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5.4
5.4.1

Health & Safety
This report highlights the contribution towards improving the Health Safety and Wellbeing
of all staff.

5.5
5.5.1

Training
This report will support the SFRS Annual Governance Statement which will be presented
to the Board as a part of the Annual Report and Audited Accounts for 2018/19.

5.6
5.6.1

Timing
This report will support the SFRS Annual Governance Statement which will be presented
to the Board as a part of the Annual Report and Audited Accounts for 2018/19.

5.7
5.7.1

Performance
Information contained within this report deems that there are no significant gaps in the
performance of the SGC or RANSC and its approach to scrutinising the monitoring and
reporting arrangements of the SFRS.

5.8
5.8.1

Communications & Engagement
This report provides an opportunity for SGC members to review the contents and provide
feedback prior to its submission to the Integrated Governance Committee and Board on
the arrangements for reviewing the effectiveness of the Board and its Committees.

5.9
5.9.1

Legal
Production of this report is consistent with Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS)
Committee arrangements and generally accepted principles of good corporate
governance. Monitoring the review of People and Organisational Development policies
further ensures compliance with legislative changes.

5.10
5.10.1

Information Governance
No DPIA as not required for this paper.

5.11
5.11.1

Risk
The SGC and RANSC are aware that the success of any organisation is critically related
to the commitment and skill of its employees, and to its adherence to the culture and values
it espouses and the importance this is supported moving forward.

5.12
5.12.1

Equalities
No EIA completed as not required for this paper.

6
6.1

Core Brief
Not Applicable

7
7.1

Appendices/Further Reading
Appendix A – SGC Annual Value Added Statement 2018/19

Prepared by:

Alasdair Cameron, Group Manager, Board Support Manager

Sponsored by:

Primrose Stark, Chair of the SFRS Staff Governance Committee & Remuneration
Appointments and Nominations Sub-Committee

Presented by:

Primrose Stark, Chair of the SFRS Staff Governance Committee & Remuneration
Appointments and Nominations Sub-Committee
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Links to Strategy and Corporate Values
This links to SFRS Strategic Plan 2016-19 through our priorities of Governance and Social
Responsibility, incorporating the following associated key strategic objectives:
•
We will continue to ensure that our decision making processes are transparent and
evidence led.
•
We will develop a performance framework that enables the effective management of risk
and supports effective scrutiny, challenge and improvement.
•
We will embed effective communication and engagement in all that we do.
Governance Route for Report

Meeting Date

Report Classification/
Comments

Staff Governance Committee

6 June 2019

For Noting

Integrated Governance Committee

13 June 2019

For Noting
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APPENDIX A

Staff Governance Committee
&
Remuneration, Appointments and Nominations Sub-Committee.
Annual Value Added Statement
2018/19
1

Purpose
The purpose of this statement is to give an overview of the added value of the Staff
Governance Committee (SGC) and Remuneration, Appointment and Nominations SubCommittee (RANSC) over the period April 2018 – March 2019, in its role as a Committee
supporting the work of the Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) Board. The statement
forms part of the annual review of effectiveness of the Board and its Committees, and is
incorporated into the Service’s Annual Governance Statement.

2

Background
The overall purpose of the SGC and RANSC is to provide strategic advice and direction on
matters affecting employees and to ensure that arrangements support the strategic aims and
ethos of the SFRS.
Summary of the Committee’s Work during 2018/19

3

Throughout the reporting period, the Committee has been keen to ensure that it focusses
discussion and analysis around key aspects of work as detailed below.
Highlights of the work during the review period 2018/19 included:
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring of POD Progress and Performance through regular monitoring reports and
consideration of performance indicators
Workshops were arranged to review the Committees role and responsibilities and the POD
progress and performance report in more detail.
Balancing the Workforce Profile Action Plan review continued and Gender Pay Gap report
drafted, to be published by April 2019.
Positive Action initiatives undertaken. Four sessions with specific focus on women as an
underrepresented group, taken place within the Service Delivery areas and attended by over
160 women.
Working with Skills Development Scotland a pilot of the Career Ready Programme has been
introduced and programme of work experience developed to allow young people to
experience the range of opportunities within the SFRS. This will progress through 2019/20.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy Forward Planning schedule continues to be monitored and adapted support legislative
changes and SFRS priorities. Recommendations by SGC regarding which policies should
go to the Committee for approval have been implemented.
The Firefighter Modern Apprenticeship Framework has been introduced with 258 trainee
Firefighters progressing through the Framework.
The phased implementation of the Learning and Development Framework continues.
Following on from the Executive Development Centre, the Strategic Development Centre has
taken place, with 14 participants progressing through this.
An Induction Process and Checklist applicable to all new employees has been developed
and implemented.
The work around the Redundancy Modification Order has continued to be monitored. There
have been no legislative changes however SFRS have continued to support the principles of
the legislation.
Actions taken regarding the Strategic Risk Register have continued to be monitored, with
regular spotlight on individual risk
Further and Higher Education Policy has been developed and implemented.
Through the work of RANSC, supported the conclusion of negotiations on behalf of the
employer for the harmonisation of uniformed terms and conditions and progressing RDS
terms and conditions.
The Committee reviewed its Terms of Reference in March 2019 to ensure its focus and
responsibilities remained current and relevant. The proposed amendments to the Terms of
Reference were subsequently agreed by the Board in April 2019.

4

Future Work Priorities of the Committee
The business which comes before the SGC does not vary significantly from year to year and
is primarily intended to obtain assurances on behalf of the Board, who are the statutory
employer of all SFRS staff, regarding matters affecting employees. The RANSC formally
report to the SGC after each meeting. The business of the SGC is set out in the Terms of
Reference. Reviews of the POD Quarterly Performance Report and Committee Forward Plan
feature regularly on the SGC agenda and these enable future work priorities to be set. A
significant achievement (concluded by ballot result on 20 April 2018) was the agreement with
representative bodies regarding the harmonisation of terms and conditions for uniformed
whole-time staff which had, since the inception of the single national service, varied across
the eight antecedent Service areas.
The harmonised arrangements came into effect from October 2018. Work continues with the
representative bodies to reach a final, formal offer for harmonisation of RDS terms and
conditions; a particularly complex aspect is defining the appropriate time requirement for drill
night training for RDS staff in antecedent services where 3 hours per week was not the
contractual requirement.
There is further work to be carried out regarding the review of the performance report.
Ongoing monitoring of the outcomes against the staff survey, the positive action strategy and
the Balancing workforce profile action plan will all continue.
A review of the Committee responsibilities in relation to Dismissal Appeals is planned to take
place, with may result in a review of key SFRS policy.
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5

Actions to Improve the Committee’s Governance Arrangements
The SGC and RANSC Terms of Reference were reviewed and amended by Committee’s
members in March 2019 and subsequently approved by the Board in April 2019. These will
be kept under review as necessary throughout 2019/20.
Throughout this reporting year the Committee membership was reviewed with Bill McQueen
stepping down as Chair of the Committee, however remaining as a member of the Committee
with Primrose Stark assuming the role as new Chair. There was also the retiral of Board
member Robin Iffla with new Board member Malcolm Payton being appointed onto the
Committee in October 2018. Looking forward into 2019/20 Committee member Anne
Buchanan will perform the role as Deputy Chair to provide greater resilience and
development opportunities for the future.
A 16 question survey of all past and present SGC members was undertaken in April/May
2018 to obtain views as to the effectiveness on the SGC and to identify possible ways of
making the Committee more effective. The outcomes were presented to the SCG at their
June 2018 meeting and taken forward into the next annual review period to ensure
continuous improvement in how the SGC functions. Survey responses concluded that the
SGC had the right skills and experience, was well led and well supported by POD colleagues,
met with appropriate frequency, and provided good assurance to the Board.
The success of any organisation is critically related to the commitment and skill of its
employees, and to its adherence to the culture and values it espouses. These in turn are
underpinned by the policies and procedures it has in place, the arrangements and
opportunities for learning, training and development of staff so they may attain their full
potential, and the quality of engagement and relations between the organisation and its
representative bodies. The work of the SGC and its RANSC seeks to assist the Chief Officer,
the Strategic Leadership Team and the POD Director and her team to plan and deliver
effective policies and actions in this regard and to provide appropriate assurance to the Board
accordingly. It is recommended that the SGC and RANSC continue to operate in this
capacity.

Primrose Stark
Chair of Staff Governance Committee and;
Remuneration, Appointments, Nominations Sub Committee.
June 2019
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STAFF GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE – ROLLING FORWARD PLAN 2019
Agenda
Item 16a
STANDING ITEMS
5 September
2019

•
•
•
•
•
•

POD Performance Report
Working Together Update
Policy Forward Planning
Schedule Update
Strategic Risk Register
RANSc Update (Private
Session)
Key Case Update (Private)

FOR NOTING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 December
2019

•
•
•
•
•
•

POD Performance Report
Working Together Update
Policy Forward Planning
Schedule Update
Strategic Risk Register
RANSc Update (Private
Session)
Key Case Update (Private)

•
•
•
•
•
•

StaffGovernanceCommitteeForwardPlan2019-20

FOR RECOMMENDATION

FOR DECISION

Draft SFRS Mental Health
Strategy
Post Incident Support
Arrangements
TED Review Report
Succession Planning / DCs
Employee Recognition
Framework
Positive Action Strategy/action
plan
Recruitment and Selection
Project
Develop Clinical Governance
Action Plan (originally June
2018)
Contaminants Update (ref Dec
2018 meeting)
The Lifelines Scotland Proposal
Update (ref Dec 2018 meeting)
HSW Annual Report 2017/18
(info only)
Bi-annual Consolidation Update
Report – Executive Leadership
Programme
Recruitment and Selection
Project
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STAFF GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE – ROLLING FORWARD PLAN 2019
STANDING ITEMS
5 March 2020

•
•
•
•
•

TBC- June 2020

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
TBC •
September 2020 •
•
•
•

TBC December 2020

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

POD Performance Report
Working Together Update
Policy Forward Planning
Schedule Update
Strategic Risk Register
RANSc Update (Private
Session)
Key Case Update (Private)
POD Performance Report
Working Together Update
Policy Forward Planning
Schedule Update
Strategic Risk Register
RANSc Update (Private
Session)
Key Case Update (Private)
POD Performance Report
Working Together Update
Policy Forward Planning
Schedule Update
Strategic Risk Register
RANSc Update (Private
Session)
Key Case Update (Private)
POD Performance Report
Working Together Update
Policy Forward Planning
Schedule Update
Strategic Risk Register
RANSc Update (Private
Session)
Key Case Update (Private)
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FOR NOTING
•

Recruitment and Selection
Project

•

Provision of Physiotherapy
Services and Rehabilitation

FOR RECOMMENDATION

FOR DECISION
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